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Book versus Card Catalog Costs*

IBRARIANS and library boards a1s always interested in- effecting
economies that will not curtail service. Most libraries consider a cata-

Historical Bachground

the relatively short runs of the average catalog.
There seems, however, to be a trend back toward catalog production

Comparability

only a card or only a book catalog. This meant that if the author insisted

* This article is a summary of a doctoral dissertation accepted by the Faculty of

the Graduate School of Library Service, Rutgers University, in April, 1963. The research

was supported in whole or in part by the United States Air Force under Grant No.

AF-AFOSR-62-9 monitored by the AF office of scientific Research of the office of Aero-

space Research. C,opies of the dissertation are available from University Microfilms, Inc,

Ann Arbor, Michigan.

What and Wh^t

Fnno HprNnrrz
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on studying an existing situation (and he did), two separate library or-
ganizations, with their difiering holdings and cataloging philosophy, and
hence differing catalogs, would have to be examined. The method chosen
to overcome this problem was to study The Engineering Index, Inc., of
New York City, which carried on an operation closely analogous to li-
brary catalog production, and which produced its intellectual otrtput both
on g't x 5" cards and in book form. The latter was even in two forms-a
monthly magazine and an annual volume.

IJnfortunately, even at Engineering Index, the card and book products
are not precisely comparable. It was necessary to make them so. This was
done by adding or subtracting operations and costs-always based on ex-
act data-from one or the other. For example, the magazine had an author
index; the card service did not. The cost of the author index was elimi-
nated from the magazine.

Producti,on and Distribution Costs

Once comparability was achieved, production and distribution costs
were determined by using for the most part routine methods-flow process
chatt, ro/o depreciation, productive hours, scale floor plans, on-the-spot
timing, and perusal of Engineering Index records and manufacturer's
catalogs. For these costs, see Table r.

The procedure at Engineering Index is as follows: The abstractor's
manuscript (consisting normally of a paragraph annotation of, plus the
bibliog'raphic data for, a journal article) is punched onto a paper tape
by a Justowriter JU recorder and then reproduced from the tape as justi-
fied proof copy by a Justowriter JU reproducer. Then, for the cards, the
individual annotations are laid out, 8 to a sheet of t2" x r8" layout paper,
and held in place with white cellophane tape. A picture of the page is
taken by a Brown Escort copy camera, producing a reduced image on
Ektalith transfer paper. The exposed transfer paper is processed through
an Ektalith loader-processor and transfer unit to produce a Multilith off-
set master. The cards are printed and slit into strips by a Multilith rz5o.
The strips are punched by a 4-hole Rosback punch, and then cut into

Z" x b" size on a totaty card slitter. Mailing is done from the offices of the
Index.

The proof copy is stripped from the layout sheet and re-used for the
monthly magazine. Layout is done in the offices of the Index. Use is made
of some part-time employees who work by the hour when needed. The
copy is held in place with an adhesive wax. Envelopes are addressed on
the Addressograph. Layouts and envelopes are picked up by a printet,
who both prints and distributes the magazine at his plant. After printing,
the layouts are returned to the Index, where they are stripped and stored
for use in the annual volume, which is produced in a manner similar to
the magazine.

Equal Catalo'g Access

Since the cards are much less efficient than the book at storing infor-
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mation, the card catalog, set for set, will give the user access to more
physically-discrete pieceJ than the book. How many sets of our magazine
or book are needed, then, to give the user access equal to the comparable

could achieve equal access for less money. An experiment to determine
maximum readei use was conducted at the New York Pub'lic Library main
Reference catalog at a busy time-a weekend afternoon. Even using a
highly-inflated method of counting, at no time in the afternoon-based
on rbo counts of each of three different areas between r P.M. and 5 P'M.-
were more than z4 out of 66o drawers (Z.Z%) in use at any one time. Ap-
plying this data to that of Engineering Index, it was found that produc-
ing two sets of the book per one of the cards would give the book far better
than equal access. The cost of the extra set (See Table r) was computed
from a printer's quotation to Engineering Index.

Filing, Storage, and Equipment Costs

Since Engineering Index maintained a card catalog for internal use,
it was possible to obtain filing costs there. However, theirs is essentially a
manufacturing and distributing operation, so that it was necessary to go
afield for the other use costs. The catalog storage and equipment costs for
the annual production are computed using standard list prices and com-
mon equipment layouts, shown in scale diagrams. For these costs, see
Table r.

Cumulatiae Increase with Catalog Growth of its Storage and Equipment
CosJs

Returning to storage and equipment costs, we observe that these costs
are cumulatiae with catalog growth; that is, we have to continue to pay for
the space or equipment to store a given number of cards or books each year
that we store them. Since the book is far more efficient than the cards at
storing information, the net result is, over the years, a heavy difierential
charge against the cards.

Assuming that a catalog grows steadily at the rate of x cards per year,
the cumulative cost of storage after ro years is about x * zx * 3x. . .+
to x : 55x; afcer 20 years, zrox; after 6o years, r83ox. Some actual costs
are given in Table z. One can see that after several years they can amount
to a noteworthy sum.

Cumulative equipment costs are less, both because the annual cost
differential is about half that for storage, and because after ro years, due
to the fact that the equipment is amortized over lo years, our cost per year
figure for storage remains always the same. The cumulative effect is still
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substantial. After ro years, it is 55x; after so years, r55x; after 6o years,

555x. Some actual costs are given in Table 3.

Searching Costs

Now the information to this point might be all that would interest
many library administrators. f t shows the costs to be far lower for the book.
Flowever, if we are considering the total expense to society, we cannot
ignore those costs connected with looking up items in the catalogs-which
turns out to b,e a heavy difierential charge against the book.

The searching times for card and book were determined by means of
two experiments: one at the relatively small Douglass College library (ca.
r25,ooo volumes) and one at the very large New York Public Library main
Reference collection (ca. :,ooo,ooo volumes). In each case samples were
first looked up in the existing card catalogs of the libraries and times re-
corded. Then these same entries were looked up in corresponding book
catalogs and the times recorded. For Douglass College the corresponding
book consisted of the bound 196r and two unbound parts of the 196z
National Union Catalog. For New York Public Library, the entire Na-
tional Union Catalog was used. It was found for New York Public Lib,rary
that if one had to look in even three separate alphabets, the card catalog
was quicker to use. For Douglass College, the cards were quicker if one had
to look even in two separate alphabets. From these data, card-book search-
ing time difierentials were constructed, and converted to costs by evalua-
ting the times at $e.oo per hour. For example, for New York Public Li-
brary, it was found to take rr3 minutes to look up rooitems in the card
catalog. (119/6o) x $z.oo : $8.76 per roo items. Looking through 3 alpha-
bets in the comparable book took r33 minutes per roo items. At $z:oo per
hour, this is $+.++ per roo items. Thus, $+.++ minus $9.76 gives us a charge
of $o.68 per roo items against the 3-alphabet book.

Using these costs and the data of the catalog access experiment, maxi-
mum searching cost differentials were computed and charged against the
multi-alphabet book. Our access experiment indicated a maximum use of
24 persons per 66o drawers. Assuming that the library is open 12 hours
per day, and that our maximum use figure holds for the entire period,we
find that, for the number of drawers required to hold the Engineering
Index output, the comparable figure would be 26,o58,24o drawers used per
year. For a 3-alphabet book, then, the searching charge difierential is
(26,o58,24o/roo) x $o.68 - $r77,r96.o3. For 4 cumulatioru, the charge is
$396,o85.25; for 5 cumulations, $614,974.46. Thus the annual searching
charges levied against the book in this study are of considerable magni-
tude.

To determine the precise searching charge for a particular situation,
two other kinds of evidence were used. First, actual imprint dates of circu-
lation were studied to see how far back in time reader use extended for
different types of libraries. Samples from the Engineering Societies Li-
brary, the Linden, New Jersey, Public Lib,rary, Rutgers University main
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library, and the Rutgers physics library were used' There was wide varia-

tion. 
'ihe library witt use going back tire farthest (i.e., the case least favor-

able to the booi<) was the university main library (Rutgers)-6o years to

Conclusions

The conclusions are reached in a brief manner by putting t'ogether in
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cheapest method of producing the book. Finally, the two initial issues of
the magazines were studied; there would surely be a lowering of costs for
subsequent issues.

Catalog Distribution

There would seem to be a possibility of saving considerable user time
by wider book catalog distribution. To take a simple case, it took the
author, walking at a brisk pace, nine minures to walk the four blocks
from the corner of 4rst St. and 8th Ave. to the 4znd St. entrance of New
York Public Library and three more minutes to get upstairs to the main
catalog room (3r5). This z4 minute round trip at $z.oo per hour equals
$o.So-the same amount as the differential charge added against the maga-
zine for looking up roo items through three alphabets in the Douglass
College experiment. lfhe point is: if there had been a copy of the catalog
at 4rct St. and 8th Ave. (and set for set the book form is the cheapest to
produce and distribute), the trip might well have been unnecessary. If the
reader will think through the implications for greater distances, complex
library networks, union lists of holdings, interlibrary loans, and the like,
he can see that judicious distrib'ution of the book might well increase even
further the book-card cost gap-to say nothing of improving library serv-
ice. It is not a new idea-as witness the National Uni,on Catalog.

Implications

If the book catalog is cheaper set per set than the cards, and lends it-
self to wide distribution, there are important implications for current
librarianship. Utilization of the book for centralized technical processing
and union catalogs becomes no longer an object of wishful thinking but
the most practical device currently available to record and disseminate
the record of library holdings. Indeed, it is a device already successfully
in use in many places-to name two well-known examples: I-os Angeles
County Public Library and King County, Washington, Public Library.
The highly adaptable book form can be tailor-fit to the needs of a par-
ticular school or public library district, academic library plexus, or inter-
district cooperative project. Nor do the book catalogs have to adopt the
abbreviated entries and limited typography of punch card reproduction
to justify forsaking the card form. If the book is clearly cheaper, there are
implications for card reproduction. Under what circumstances other than
current inertia can the cards continue to justify their existence? There
may well be some valid instances, but the burden of proof is on the cards.
The energy spent in altercations over this or that problem of card pro-
duction might perhaps be better spent thinking about the best sort of
book catalog to initiate for the given job. Finally, general adoption of the
book catalog form would place the problem of code revision in quite a
difierent light.

It should be specifically noted that this study was based upon the
assumption of equal accessibility of book and card catalogs in multiple
copies. The multiplication of card or book catalogs in various locations
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within library systems is increasingly common, but is far from universal.

While studiei made of the time of the user in consulting a single card

in this field.

TABLE I

A SUltlreny OF TI{E RELATIyE ANNUAL PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION' AND USE COSTS

(oXCruorNC SEARCHING COSIS) Or A COMPARABLE CARD AND MAGAzINE SERVICE, EACII

pRODUCING PER yEAR FOR 6UTSIDE Usr 988 SETS OF 38,560 ENTRIES EACH' AND DISTRI-

BUTING THEM MONTHLY

Production
At Engineering Index

Salary
Equipment
Supplies
Overhead

At printers
rst 988 sets
zd 988 sets

Magazine

$r37 ,z7z .23
4 ,  r 8 r . 6 o
r , 5 6 3  5 8
9  ' r 5 9 ' 7 r

12  ,749.74
5, o99 . 89

Cards

$146,747.14
6,o6o.32

49,o46.98
g,609.78

Production total

Distribution
At Engineering Index

Salary
Equipment
Supplies
Overhead

At printers
rst 988 sets
2d 988 sets

$r7o ,o26.75

$ z94.6o
3 5 9
2 . 5 4

r 9 . 8 5

| , 3 9 o . 5 2
556.2r

$zr r ,464.zz

$  34 ,67o.98
263.a9

r 7 , 3 5 0 . r o
3 , I 2 O  3 5

Distribution total

Subscriber use (excluding searching cost)
Filing
Equipment for use

rst 988 sets
zd 988 sets

Space for use
rst 988 sets
zd 988 sets

$  2 , 2 6 7  3 r

I 9 0 . 6 3
I9o .63

r ,  8o4.  50
r ,  8o4.  5o

f f  ss,4o4 52

$346 ,o96 .4o
65 , 563 .6o

$r r4 ,777.oo

Subscriber use total

GRAND TOTAL
Cost per set

Volume J, Number j ,  Summer t96 j

$  s ,9go.z6

$176 ,84o .53
$ t78.gg

$526,437.oo

fi293,3os .74
$ 8oz 94
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TABLE z

Cuuurarrvo TNCREASE wrrrr cATAr,oc cRowrrr oF cARD-BooK spAcE FoR usE
cosr DTFFERENTTAL FoR 988 snrs or 38,56o cARDs EAcrr

Tnn $rrr,168.00 rs DERTvED FRoM THE spAcE FoR usE cosrs or Tesr,B r
As FoLLows: $rr4,777.oo l r r rus ($r ,8o4.5o X 2)  :  $rrr ,168.oo

Cards
Year stored

ISt  X
znd 2x
3rd 3x

roth rox
2oth 2ox
6oth 6ox

Cost for year

$  r r r , r 6 8 . o o

"  zzz ,336.oo
333 , 5o4. oo

r , r t r , 6 8 o . o o
z , z z 3 , 3 6 o . o o
6 , 67o, o8o . oo

Cost for year

$  65 , r82 .34
r3o,364.68
r95,547.o2
69r,823.4o
65r ,823 .4o
65r ,823 .4o

TABLE 4

Cumulative cost

$  r r r , 1 6 8 . o o
333 , 5o4. oo
667,oo8.oo

6, r r4 ,z4o.oo
23,345,28o.oo

2o3 ,437 ,44o .oo

Cumulative cost

$  65 , r82 .34
r95,547.02
39r,o94.o4

3 , 585, oz8 . 7o
r o r t o 3 1 2 6 2 . Z o
36 , 176 , rg8 .7o

TABLE 3

Culrur,.q.rrvn TNcREASE wrrn cATALoG GRowrrr oF cARD-BooK EeuIpMENT
FoR usE cosr DTFFERENTTAL FoR 988 sETs on 38,56o cARDS EAcIr

Tun $65,182.34 rs DERTvED FRoM TuE EeurpMENT FoR usE cosrs oF Tesrr I
AS FoLLows: 965,563.6o urxus (919o.63 X 2) : g65,18z34

Cards
stored

X
2x

IOX

20x

6ox

Torll ner-,q.rrvD cosr oF cATALocs sruDrED (eoorwc EAcrJ vEAR
988 sETS oF 38,560 axNomrroNs)

Year

I s t
znd
^ - A

roth
20th
6oth

Year
roth
20th
6oth

Cards

$ r5 ,868,822.7o
46 ,439 ,47  4  .  ro

z79,8go,o7g.7o

Book
g 7 ,935,683 .65

18,o6o,z5g.4o
g r  , 778  ,77 r  . 40

ERRATA

Two errors appear on page 85 of Phyllis Richmond's article on "A Short-
Title Catalog Made with IBM Tabulating Equipmenr" in the Winter 1969
issue. In the third paragraph, the third sentence should read: "A double sort
in the column order gg-g7, rz-16 would still require handsorting under the ler-
ters B, N, S, and U to make a perfecr library style file."

We regret this error.
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Printing of Congressional Bills
foHN H. THAxtr'n, Head,

Gouernment Pn'blication Section, Serial Diuision,
Reference DePartment

The Li'brary of Congress

BiIIs and Depository Librari,es

T) EFORE rqq8, the full texts of the thousands of bills introduced each
D year in ,"h"" Cong...s of the United States apparently- we19.of little

immediate interest to document librarians outtide of ihe Library of

Congress and the United States Capitol. On June z5 of that year Presi-

dent"Franklin D. Roosevelt approved H. R. !47r, which became Public

Law 7go of the 75th Congreti. 1"ett Act to amend the laws relating to

the diJtribution'Jf publii documents to depository libraries..") One of

the provisions of thii law authorized the distribution of public bills and

resolutions to depository libraries.
Beginning with the'74th Congress, rst Session, digestscf somc public

g"rr".u"l bills"had been mide avai-lable to libraries through trre Digest of

bubtic General Bi,IIs prepared by the Legislative Reference Service of the

Library of Gongress and distributed by the Superintei&l'. of Documents'

At firsi, the Di"gest was limited to those billJ which had been "reported

out of committee or otherwise advanced." Later the scope was broadened

to include all public general bills and joint resolutions. Beginning with

the 84th Congiess, zd"session, selected iesolutions and concurrent resolu-

tions were also added.
That this publication, although carefully prepared and adequately

indexed, did not meet the needs oJ many libraiies, was made evident by

a Congtessional report issued in 1956'*'The-report t!u-t::.that 146 de;

positofr, libraries nbw receive sets o}-the public general bills and resolu-

lutions.
These figures form an interesting contrast to a statement in the 1949

edition of Boyd and Rips' work on government publications.** on page

b5 the following admonition aPPears:

Depository libraries need to consider carefully before subscribinq 1o copies of

bills and resolutions rhe exrra space, servrce, and funds which will be required_

to make such material accessible to those who want to use it' The numbers of

bills and resolutions introduced in a congress mounts into the thousands, and

* paperwork Management and Printing Faci,liti,es i.n the Uni'ted States Goaernment.

part lI. ,.publicationJ Management." (84th Congress, zd session, House report 2945'

pt. II)
** Bovd. Anne Morris. united States Gouernment Publications. 3d ed. revised by

Rae Elizibeth Rips. New York, Wilson, 19-19 [i'e' r95o]
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with many printings of each, it can readily be seen that their distribution to a
Iibrary brings also a burden and a responsibirity by no means slighr. This burden
plus the extra cosr to the government for prinring and distribulion has already
caused some skepticism regarding the wisdom of providing such a service.

rt would appear that the answer to this skepticism lies in the fact that
one-fourth of all the depository libraries now avail themselves of this
service. Actually, as the librarians in these libraries can attest, the burden
artd the responsibility are by no means as great as Miss Boyd d.escribes
them. About go per cent of all bills and resolutions introduced in the

g,ooo_were printed an average of g.3 times each. Thus there were approxi-
mately zz,6oo printings of public measures in that Congress.

Bills in the Library of Congress
For some time, the writer has had considerable interest in the addi

Accordingly, a survey of the bills was made, with a view to developing
specific answers to the following questions:

r. Under what circumstances is a bill or resolution reprinted?
g. what characteristics distinguish the various prints from each other?

Basis of the survey was rhe final edition of the House calend,ars. This
publication, which does not seem to be d.istributed outside of washing-
ton, contains, among other features, a daily cumulative legislative hii-
tory of all House and Senate bills and resolutions (except simple resoru-

* From a suwey made by the writer in 196r.
** u. s. congress. House. constitution, Jefferson's manual, and rules of the House.

. . .Wash ing ton , r yE7 .

f Zinn, Charles J. How our laus are made. Washington, U. S. Govt. print. Off.,
1953. (83d Cong., rst sess., House of Representatives, Document no. qro).
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tions of the Senate) which have been reported out of committee or placed
on the calendar.

Archives and Records Service.
In this way there was gradually built up a body of information which

enabled the surveyor in nearly all cases to tell by a glance at the Calendars
and an examination of the bills whether all printings of a bill were
present. A summary of the information gathered in the survey is pre-

iented here, in the hope that it may be of use to document librarians

elsewhere.

Printing of Bills and. Resolutions

body.
Ao*errer, when a bill or resolution bypasses one or more of these

legislative channels, or is introduced or acted upon at a time of- parlia-

rn6tttury stress, or is made the object of special action, there may be only

one printing of the bill (in place of the usual four) or as many as ten or

eleven.

the names of a group of Senators) who introduced it, and the committee

to which it was referred. At this state, the measure is called "A Bill. . . ."

The second printing repeats this information and contains in addi-

tion the Calendir Number, the Report Number, the date reported from

committee, the name of the Member reporting the bill (customarily, the

Committee Chairman) and the phrase "with amendment" or "without

amendment."
The third printing bears the number and session of the Congress,

the designation and number of the measure, the House to which it is

Volume /, Number j, Summ'er r953 . 239



being referred, the date of referral, the "legislative day*" (in the Senate
only), and the notation "Read twice and refered to the Cbmitree. . . ."
At this stage, the measure is called "An Act. . . ." Note that the chron-
ological account of action taken by the other House does not appear,
although at the end of the rext appears the notation "Passed. the House
of Representatives (Senate)," the date passed (if in the Senate, rhe legisla-
tive day also appears), and the attesraiion of the Clerk of the Houie or
the Secretary of the Senare, as appropriate.

The fourth printing contains the same information as the rhird, with
the addition of the Calendar Number, the Report Number, the date
reported (but not the legislative day), the name of the Member submirting
the report (Committee Chairman) and the phrase "with amendment" or
"without amendment."

-Probably the most important exceptions ro rhe norrnal printing pro-
cedure are the bills introduced by commitrees (appropriations bills ind
important revenue measures fall in this category). in most cases, the first
print is the reported version, the second is as "An Act . . ." in the other
House, and the third is the reported version in the other House. Often
in the }rouse of Representatives, if amendments in the senate have been
numerous, a Ffbuse bill may, by unanimous consent, be printed a fourth
time with the amendments of the Senate numbered.

A variation of this procedure is the "omnibus bill" in the House. A
committee may have under consideration several bills introduced by
individual Members, but all on the same subject. The committee, after
studying the bills, may decide to draft its own bill embodying those fea-
tures of the various bills which it wishes to recommend. This bill is
printed with report and calendar numbers, but is not s€nt t6 the Senate
for action. Instead, the separate bills embodied in the bill are sent; and
acted on separately by the Senate.

There are numerous other deviations from the customary printing
procedure for bills. Among rhem are the following:

In either llouse, when a bill is ordered placed on the Calendar or
blougJrt up by unanimous consent, the reporied print is omitted. When
placed on the Calendar, a print is made bearing the Calendar number.

A bill discharged from one committee and re.referred to another is
printed when re-referred. On occasion, this procedure has led to as many
as eleven separate prints of the bill.

When a bill has been reported in one Ffouse, and an identical ..corn-
panion" bill has been passed by the other House, the first bill is limited
to the two printings.

If a bill is passed in one Housg referred to the other, and laid on rhe
table, no rhird print is made.

It should be noted that printing procedures are dependent on the
time element. Obviously, if a bill is reported in one House and. passed

* A device by which the Senate recesses, rather than adjourns, at the end of a day's
session, in otder to avoid on the next day the call of the calendar required by Senate
rules.
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on the same day, and reported and passed in the other House on the next

day, one oo -oo" of thl customaS printings- must.be omitted' This is

especially likely to occur in the closingdays of the session'

frouse and senate concurTent 
"n"d ioint resolutions follow the same

such a bill.
A f t e rab i l l haspassedbo thHousesand i s ready fo r theac t i ono f the
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President, it is enrolled. The enrolled copy is printed on parchment
q"pT, ro inches by r5 inches insize, in ro-point modern typef and bears
the signatures of the speaker of the House and president-of the senate.

J! ,1" President approves the measure, the enrolled copy is sent to the
National Archives and Records Service, which prepuies the copy for
submission to the Government Printing office for-printing as a slip raw.

Often, at the end of a busy session, when importani measures are
amended and enacted within a short rime, a page-by-page check of the
congressional Record is necessary to determine the exici form in which
a measure was enacted.

Also, until several years ago, there was often considerable delay
b_etween the signing of a measure and. its appearance in slip law form.
The use of conventional printing and. its itiendant proofreading pro-
cedures were the main factors in the delay. The adoption of theloifset
process has reduced the delay considerably, and the text of important
statutes is now made quickly available to attorneys, businessmen, and
others having a vital interesr in this legislation.

Miscellaneous Notes

Author of a bill. The Member who introduces a bill is known as the
author of the bill. Frequently in the senare rwo or more senators will
sponsor a bill jointly, and the printed versions of the bill will bear the
names of all the authors. The parliamentarian of the senate states that
this is a custom of some thirty years standing.

Id'entical bilk. A kindred cusrom in th1 rlouse, of introducing iden-
tical bills, is worthy of nore. This stems from the House rule thit two
or more Members cannot jointly inmoduce a biII or resolution. Thus in
the Eighty-seventh congress, Second session, twenty-three identical bills
to amend and- expand the Library Services Act were introduced. by
twenty-three different Representatives. All bills were identical in texi
with the exception of the date of introduction and the name of the
author on the first page. Identical bills are usually introd.uced when a
number of Members feel that a measure is important or popular enough
for them to wish to be known as co-sponso.s o] it. Id.entiiaf bills are not
customarily disributed (although a limited number of copies are printed).
Iltj.la, a printed slip is distributed which gives a crossleferen.. to 

"ttebil l in the identical series, and this bil l  onlv is distributed with the
depository set.

Uses of the Suraey

some of the information given above is no doubt familiar to most
document librarians. At the riik of being repetitive it has been included
and correlated with information obtained fiom unpublished sources, in
or$e1 t9 bring together all the more important iacts relating ro the
printing of Congressional bills.

At the Library of Congress, this information has been found most
useful in guiding rhe reader who is tracing the legislative hisrory of a
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specific measure. It is especially helpful to be able to explain the- absence

oi u p"rticrrlar print in its collection by demonstrating that the print

does not exist, oi exists only in a limited number of record cgPie-s'

It is hoped rhat other litraries may find it equally useful both in this

connection, and as a guide in arranging theii Congressional bills in

proper order.

Latin Ameriean Cooperative

Acquisitions Project
(LACAP)

Orders for Latin American publications may be placed for

material from a particular country or for titles published in

a specific subject area. Further details on request.
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The Influence of Photoreproduction on
Library Operations*

Invruc M. KlrlrpNnv, Chief Li'brarian
United Nuclear CorPoration

White Plains. N. Y.

TT WAS IVIORE than a hundred years ago that the first micro-image

I was made.1 Fifty years have elapsed since the Library of Congress and
the New York Public Library reached their decisions to purchase and in-
stall photostat machines.2'3 And it is almost twenty years since Fremont
Rider, the "father of the Microcard," published his thought-provoking and
challenging book, The Scholar and the Future of the Research Library.a

With eyes focused on the future, Rider had anticipated many of the
problems facing libraries today. The problem of providing adequate space
for the constantly-growing collections, the need for close proximity to ma-
terials desired by the research worker, the need to ease the burdens im-
posed by interlibrary loan dernands, the need to supply multiple copies of
certain publications, the need to preserve deteriorating materials, the
desirability of reducing binding costs, the need for a method of eco-
nomically reproducing single editions (when necessary) of scholarly publi-
cations-all these problems, though not too pressing at the time, were in
the forefront of Rider's considerations. Realizing that the expanding col-
lections of research libraries (doubling in size every sixteen years) would
force some sort of impasse in the not too distant future, Rider was pre-
pared to offer a solution through extensive use of microphotography. "No
emendations," wrote he, "in present library method alone were going to
provide a sufficient solution of our growth problem." s Rider, however,
was not alone in advancing arguments for the exploitation of photo"
graphic techniques and processes for the control of published materials.
Photoreproduction has been of great interest to many people, both li-
brarians and non-librarians.

The Literature of Photoreproducti,on

A cursory review of the literature of photoreproduction reveals scores
of articles indexed in a motley of indexing services. Contrib'utions are de-
rived from the pure, applied, and social sciences with relevant articles
ranging from legal aspects of copyright to photog'raphic optics. It is ob-
vious that government agencies, business firms, archival institutions, etc.,
have been very much concerned with the growing spectre of "paper

* Paper trased on reports prepared for seminars in Organization of Materials and
Photoreproduction of Library Materials, School of Library Service, Columbia University.
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mountains" engulfing and strangling normal office procedures, -or on the

other hand, of-valuible documents being destroyed by natural or man-

made disasters.
It is, therefore, no surprise that these agencies should be in the fore-

front in sponsoring and diveloping methods and procedures for the suc-

cessful stoiage, preiervation, uttd -un"gement of records. Photorep:oduc-
tion has g"rr.-etuity played a dominant pirt in such programs.. The kind of

mod.ern records management problem confronting non-librarians may per-

haps be illusrrated rrom the following example, supplied in a talk by

Hirold Wooster at a Science and Engineering Symposium sponsored by

the U. S. Air Force: 6

The Physics Directorate of AFOSR (Air Force Office of Scientific Research) is
supewising Project VELA uniform-the network of seismic stations detecting
ond.rgton".td nuclear explosions. One station of this network may generate five
cubic feet of magnetic tape a week-and unless we can figure out something better
to do with these data than put them in boxes and fly them to Washington, the
Washington suburbs may b-e rendered uninhabitable by a slowly encroaching
glacial wall of seismic records.

\Mooster's fears atrout an uninhabitable washington would, possibly,

be allayed through perusing a recent item which reports that equiprnent

has now been developed which "translates magnetic tape data into under-

standable language and redrlces the information contained in 84,ooo feet

of magnetic tape into r,ooo feet of microfilm." ? An even more recent

article on photochromic micro-images, developed by the National Cash

Register Company, describes a process tantamount to "microfilming mi-

crofilm," or achieving linear reductions of 2oo: r representing an atea

reduction of 4o,ooo: i.s "Using this technique," the authors state, "it

would be possible to record a 3oo-page book within a square inch of fi1m."

One may surmise from the abbvi example that with respect to one of

the "space problerrls," the Air Force, librarians and industrial organiza-

tions have i gt"ut deal in common. Library indexing sources reflect, of

course, the griat interest that librarians have had in the above subject.

In order tJ alert librarians to pertinent publications and keep them

abreast of rapid developments in this field, numerous bibliographies have

been compitid, wittr some kept up-to-date on a current basis.e'10' 11' 12

Comprehensive reviews of new developments are also published as periodic

features in professional journals.ls Current data are also found in in-

dustrial-type compilations, such as Davison's Microtext in the Form ol

Opaque tard,s and Transparent AIicrofi.ches'14 The rec,ently published vol-

.r-"r i.t the State of the Library Art series15, 16, 1? furthel reemphasize the

sizeable library interest and conributions to the field of photoreproduc-
tion.

Library Application of Photoreproductton

Though it can be convincingly shown that librarians have been

theorizing, writing about, and discussing photoreProduction at great

length, one .uttttoibe as convincing in demonstrating that they have been
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fully_applying photoreproduction techniques to library operations. In an
article written in rq55 describing the microfilming services of large re-
search libraries, R. ii."nlulter deilores rheir lack o-f the necessary 

""q"ip-ment, personnel, and facilities.ls A r958 survey by Meals and Johnson of
a selected group of seventy-nine junior college libraries reveali that ,.. . .
only two of the seventy-nine libraries surveyed were using microfilm to any
extent as a means of preserving periodicals." 1e rhese authors further
state: "The survey did reveal much interest in periodicals on microfilm
by librarians who would like to use microfilm or who were considering
using it." R. C. Kingery stares in 196o: 20 "One would expect libraries to
be the first to see the advanrages of photography, partiiularly through
miniaturization, in records management, yet there ii no evidence in the
literature that photography is being used widely for this purpose." When
library materials have been reproduced uniquely in microiorm text, James
E. Skipper asks: 21

How many librarians are aware of such catalogs as the following: Microthegue
-France. catalogue des microfiches et microcartes edities en France; Hungarian
Academy of sciences. Library. catalogue of the Rare Hebrew codices and, Manu-
scripts and Ancient Prints in the Kaufman collection Reprorluced on Micro-
cards, Bu.dapest, 1958; Duchein, Catalogues des microfilms d,e sicuriti et d,e
compldments consentds dans les Archiues-d.es d,ipartments, paris, rg55. . . .

The above inquiries and critiques notwithstanding, a review of cur-
rent literature indicates accelerared activity by all types of libraries in the
utilization and application of photoreproduction products and equipment.
Past surveys exposing and criticizing library lethargy may have con-
tributed to the acceleration process. such blunt exhortations as shaw's
"Simple Calculations Show that Photocopying Saves N{oney" 22 may also
have hit the mark. Of overriding importance, however, is the outside pres-
sure of documentation centers, such as ASTIA, OTS, AEC, NASA, etc.,
which have fully adopted photoreproduction as a vehicle for disseminat-
ing vital data in microform format.

Through use of micro-opaques rhe Atomic Energy Commission has
distributed, since the initiation of the program in 1952, approximately
rz,ooo titles annually to each of the 88 U. S. depository libriiies, mosr of
which are located in large university or public libraries, to AEC con-
tractors, Federal agencies and 87 foreign depositories scattered in 6q coun-
ties. In discussing some years ago the AEC program, I. A. Warheit
stated: 23

It would have been impossible for us ro have furnished the depository li-
braries with the older documents and with many of the secondary current docu-
ments. The TIS (Technical Information Service, AEC) printing capacity, large
as it is, can only cope with rhe current reports. we simply have no capacity io
keep reprinting (thousands) of titles. In other words, it is not a matter of getting
lvlicrocards or something else, it is a matter of either getting Microcards oi
nothing.
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It may be pertinent to note here that the French Atomic Energy Corn-

mission has iecently teached a decision to produce and distribute its

technical reports in micro-opaque form.2a Of interest also is the March

196z announcement by the-Microcard CorPoration of the filming of its

z6 millionth Microcardl under the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission tech-

nical information program.2s
The Microcard Coiporation alone claims to have printed nearly roo,--

ooo,ooo Microcards. llhus, what seemed to Fremont Rider as a daring and
vrsionary proposal in ry44 has become more than a reality in 1963.

Other micro-opaques, such as Microtape, Microtak, Microprint, Micro-
paPer, etc., are seeking their niche in the field of photoreproduction' Mi-

i.ont-, particularly iir unitized form, may pose a serious threat to the

future of micro-opaques. Freed from the traditional roll to which it has

been confined fof miny years, unitized microfilm is finding extensive ap-

plication in many industrial and go
tion of microfilm, Xerography and
example, the Navy Aviation Suppl'
mately four million engineering dra
lizing microfilm aperture cards and s
ing equipment have been successfu
sure, most o{ the equipment used in
and many of the piocedrrres experimental in nature. It is, therefore, not

surprising that libraries cannot afford to rent, much less purchase, such

equipment even though, as in the case of Shaw's Rapid Selector, they con-

tributed to its development. One should, perhaps, also note that in sorne

instances the newly dlveloped "systems" are impractical, let alone uneco-

nomical, for specific library operations.2e
Nevertheleis, to what extent do libraries now utilize the less expensive

equipment and products of the photoreproduction era? There are very
few ieady-made ylrdsticks by which one could obtain such information. A
comparison of the rg59 and 196z editions of Brinkley's Directory of In'
stititionat Photodup[i]ailon Sentices in the llnited Slafes seems useful
in indicating the emerging trend. In cornpiling the rg59 edition, Brinkley
mailed quesiionnaires to 2,r70 public and private libraries. O'ut of the 66r
replies, 7Z Or per cent) reported "good facilities," r49 (23 per cen_t)
"limitecl facilities," and 4gg IOO per cent) "no facilities." 30 For the 196-z
edition 2,848 questionnairli were mailed. Out of the 89o replies received,
tzx, (r4 per cent reported "good facilities," 258 (29 per cent) "limited fa-

cilities,"^and bo7 67 per cent) "no facilities." 31 It is worth noting that in

issuing the rg z edition the compiler indicated that it contained a larger
number of ]ibraries than the earlier edition because it included Canada
and Mexico as well as the United States, but the new edition was pub-
lished primarily because "many U. S. tibraries have added photoduplica-
tion services of some sort during the past three years"'32

A check of a recent issue of New Serial Titles futther substantiates
the pattern of growth and availability of photoreproduction facilities. Of

636 American and Canadian Libraries reporting their holdings to a
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recent issue of New serial Titles, r18 (r9 per cent) have facilities for ful-
filling microfilm requests and z3r 130 pei cent; are able to supply full
size copies.sa

Projected Impact of Photoreprod.uction on Li,braries
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the library user. Photoreproduction has been considered as a vehicle for
conserving space, as a meins of saving binding costs, preserving materials,
etc. First 

-and 
foremost, however, it must be looked upon as a tool for

providing more adequate service to the libiary user.
The possibilities of utilizing photoreproduction in expanding library

service are considerable. Let ui examine, for example, the needs of the
reseatch worker, scholar or scientist. Invariably he functions best with the
aid of a carefully selected "Hand Apparatt," that conglomeration of books
marked with bookmarks, single issues of journals (which may some year
be returned to the circulation desk), reprints, preprints, notes, etc., that
are jealously kept within arm's reach of the researcher. The very resource-
ful or conscientious librarian will, of course, conduct a silent and not-so-

owning the necessary equipment to obtain single copies at a cost of only
a "few cents per page." aalsit not feasible today to imp:ove libraryserv_-
ice by providing ietention copies of the bulk of journal articles requested
by research workers? A comparison of costs incurred and service rendered
may prove to be extremely illuminating. Recently approved postage rate
increases will force even the most conservative librarian to take a more
searching look at the traditional interlibrary loan procedures.

In the area of acquisitions, it may be well to remember that increas-
ingly larger collections of books, both new and old, have become availa-
ble in microform format. Approximately r,6oo journals are reproduced
on microfilm.36 The typical 6 x 9 inch book may be obtained as a Xerox
copy at gr/2 cents per page.as Hundreds of newspapers have been micro-
filmed.

New guides listing and reporting microform holdings are being pub-
lished.a6'ot The Microfilm Clearing Flouse has been reporting general
developments in microfilming projects in issues of the Z. C. Bulletin.The
success of its pub,lication, Neuspapers on MicrofiIm, has led to the recom-
mendation that a companion publication be issued to be called, Serials
in Microform.as It is obvious that not only the reference and interlibrary
loan librarian, b,ut also the acquisitions librarian, will have a need to be-
come familiar with this type of publication.

New technological advances often demand a new outlook and per-
spective. Frequently, not only a local procedure b'ut a whole operation or
project may be affected by the newly emerging frame of reference. IIow
useful, for example, will be the multiple locations in the National Union
Catalog for titles available in microform at nominal cost from a, com'
mercial or university source? With every negative reproduced and listed
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in a well-organized reference source and with the rapidly-developing
communication networks, national and even regional union card catalogs
may decline in their usefulness. They may, instead, be replaced by the
future "Union Catalog of Negative Microforms" or some such similar
title. Recent microform compilations would readily lend themselves as
source materials for the union lists of the future. The Subcommittee on
Micropublishing Projects of the Association of Research Libraries has
been considering for some time a plan to establish a central depository for
microfilm. Through this type of depository it is hoped to make available
to libraries positive microfilm or elecrrostatically-reproduced copies of de-
sired materials.+e

Entrenched attitudes embracing other facer$ of library activities may
also need to be changed. Some are even now undergoing such change.
James Skipper states: 50

More recently libraries have come to the realization that pride of possession for
much of this (research) material was an expensive illusion. Their needs could
be adequately met at a lower cost by cooperitively subscribing to the creation of
one master film which could be borrowed frorn a central location when needed.

Microforms may make accessible an unprecedented number of pub-
lished or unpublished resources. Their economic utilization demands,
however, closer cooperation among librarians than in the past. Demanded
also is an attitude for g:reater sharing and dissemination of data found in
unique research materials. Is there a continuing need to hoard manu-
scripts and confine their circulation to an extremely limited clientele when
photocopies can be safely and inexpensively supplied for general use?
How much will the use of photocopies of source materials enhance the
teaching of history, the arts, the sciences? Is it not prudent and wise to
have a negative film, from which single items cannot be misfiled or srolen
and whose durab'ility is greater than that of paper, safely srored in an
alternate location?

From the technical point of view, the barriers limiting the use of photo-
reproduction equipment and processes seem to have crumbled. From the
economic point of view there is no question but that full utilization of
photocopying equipment will prove to be more and more atfactive. One
possible roadblock to greater utilization of photocopying has in the past
been the U. S. copyright law. In July 196r, after conducting 34 studies
designed to lay a groundwork for a general revision of the Copyright Law,
the Register of Copyrights submitted to Congress tlne Report of the Regis-
ter of Copyrights on the General Reuision of the U. S. Copyright Law.
The report states in part:51

The application of the principle of fair use of the making of a photocopy by
library for the use of a person engaged in research is an important question which
merits special consideration. This question has not been decided by the courts,
and it is uncertain how far a library may go in supplying a photocopy of copy-
righted material in its collections. Many libraries and researchers feel that this
uncertainty has hampered research and should be resolved to permit the making
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of photocopies for research purposes to the fullest extent comPatible with the

interests of copyright owners.

It recommends that:

The statute should permit a library, whose collections are available to the public
without charge, to supply a single phorocopy of copyrighted material in its col-
lections to any applicant under the following conditions:

copy is not available from the publisher.
icf Wnere the work bears a iopyright notice, the library should be required to
afhx to the photocopy a warning that the material aPPears to be copyrighted'

must step into it.
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Cataloging and Classification in Junior
College Libraries

Ar.ruun Rev RowreNo, Libranan
Augusta College Library, Augusta, Ga.

LTHOUGH SEVERAL ARTICLES in recent vears have dealt with
cataloging and classification in various types of libraries, no one has

considered the more than six hundred junior college libraries in the
country. Eatonl (tgff) surveyed only college and university libraries in
American Uniuersities and Colleges,' and Johnston's3 survey of junior
college practices (r958) omitted cataloging and classification.

Recently I sent a questionnaire to all of the librarians of junior col-
leges in the "Directory of Junior Colleges,"s which represented all of the

50 states, the District of Columbia, and Guam. Replies were received from

336 or slightly more than bo percent. Of those,2r were not useful for
various reasons. Replies were received from 46 states, the Disrict of
Columbia, and Guam.

Classifi,cation

Of these, 96.5 percent use the Dewey Decimal classification scheme
and 3.5 percent use the Library of Congress classification scheme. No
library reported using any other scheme, although two of those using
Dewey use the Lynn-Patterson scheme for Religion.

Not all of the libraries, however, were $atisfied with their present
system of cataloging and classifying the collection. However, r3 libraries
indicated that the potential size of the collection would determine whether
they would use Dewey or LC. Table r indicates the type of system presently
used and the type that the librarians would use if they were starting a new
library.

TABLE T

Presently Used
Number Percentage

Preferred
Number Percentage

Dewey Decimal System
Library of Congress Classification

Svstem
Dewey Decimal or Library of Congress

System-depending on s ize
Bliss
Lamont
No Answer

304

I I

9 6 5

3 . 5

7 2 . 7

14.6

4 . r

. 3
8 . o

229

46

r 3
I

I

25

3 r 5 too/o 3 r.5 roo/6
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valent scheme for smaller collections.
Nine libraries have changed classification systems in the past ten

years, all except two to Dewey. Tab'le z indicates changes made:

TABLE Z

System Number

Local system to Dewey
Abridged Dewey Classification System

to Dewey Classification System
Library of Congress Classification

System to Dewey Classification System,
Dewey Classification System to Library

of Congress Classification System

Author Number

With author or book numbers there has not been as much uniformity.
A breakdown of the types of author number used is given in Table 3:

TABLE 3

t

I

Number Percentage

Cutter
Cutter-Sanborn
Library of Congress
Other
Author's Initial or Name
No Author Notation

ro6
r32

A

a

54

$ . 6
4 r . 9

r . 3
2 , 2

3 . 8

Total 3r5 roo/o

Subject Headings
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TABLE 4

Number Percentage

Library of Congress
Sears
Sears and Library of Congress
None

r r4
r50
26
2 <

3 6 2
4 7 - 6
8 . 2
8 . o

Total 3r5 roovo

Of the r 14 using the Library of Congress Lisr, e5 use both Wilson
and LC cards and adapt the Sears headings on M/ilson cards to conform
to LC headings; two use in addition Kapsner for religious headings; and
three also use Reader's Guide and Booh Reuiew Digest for additional
subjects needed for material cataloged locally.

Even though a larger number (r5o) use Sears, more libraries in this
group use additional aids in establishing headings with materials for
which no printed cards were available. For religious material Kapsner
is used by 5 libraries; 5 libraries use Booklist, 5 use Readet's Gui,de and
4use Booh Reuieu Digest in combination with other aids.

Of those libraries which use both LC and Sears all indicated that they
use LC headings on LC cards, Sears on Wilson cards or if original cata-
loging is necessary.

No cross references are made by 58 libraries. Even though r4o libraries
use LC or LC in connection with Sears as a standard guide, only 97
make cross references from the LC list. Of the r5o libraries using Sears as
the standard guide, rz? also use Sears for cross reference. One librarian
indicates that they make whatever cross references seem logical.

Production of Catalog Cards

A percentage of 86.2 indicated that they use printed cards when
available. Table 5 indicates the source and type of production of cards:

TABLE 5

Number Percentage

Library of Congress Cards
Wilson Cards
Both Wilson and Library of Congress Cards
Alanar
Other Centralized Processins
Reproduce own cards

z 1 6
r3

42
7

2

35

68.7
4 . r

r 3 . 4

. 6
I I . O

Total 3r5 roo/o

Of the 35 libraries which reproduce their own cards; only rg use
some type of mechanical reproduction method: 3 Chiang, z Ditto, z
Multilith, 3 Cardmast€r, z mimeographing, and r photoduplication.
Eight of the Zb also order prinred cards when available, indicating that
22 (or 6.9 percent) of the junior college libraries still rype all catalog cards.
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Staff

who cloes the cataloging and typing is an acute problem because jun-

ior colleges for the Inori pu.t have a small staff. Table 6 indicates who

does the cataloging:

TABLE 6

Number Percentage

Full time cataloger
Asst. Librarian, in all cases also the

only other professional

Clerk
Alanar or Centralized Processing
Head Librarian
Head Librarian and other professional

members of staff

54

t 4

9
9

223

6

r /  J

4 ' 4
2 . 8
2 . 8

7 c . . 8

r . 9

Total i r 5 rooTo

Of the s29 head librarians who catalqg, r8r have no other professional

librarian on the staff; 48 do have other professional assistants; and 9 of

the litrraries have 3 o. 111or" professionaf members on the staff. As indi-

cated in T'able 6, i clerk doei the cataloging and classification of mate-

rials as well as the typing of catalog cuids itt 9 or z'8 Percent of the

libraries.
Table t indicates the clerical assistance available for cataloging:

TABLE 7

No. of Clerks No. of Libraries Percer'rtage

None
Less than r

I

t L
2

r92
6z
5 r
4
6

6o.9
1 9 7
1 6 . z
r 3
r . 9

Total J r 5 roo/s

In 8o percent of the 6z libraries with less than a full time adul.t clerk

in cataioging, this is the only clerical employee the library has. Tatrle 8

indicates-the typ. of employee who actually tyPes catalog cards:

TABLE 8

Clerk
Student Assistant
Librarian

r23
r09
83

39 .  r
34.6
26  .3
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Only 5o.r percent of the l ibraries use any students in the processing
of books. Table 9 indicates the number of libraries and amodnt of stu--
dent help per week in cataloging:

TABI-E 9

No. of Libraries

Under 5 hours
5-9 hours

ro-r9 hours
zo-3o hours
3o or more hours
Varies according to need

r 6
4 r
48
3 r

7

r 5
'I'otal

r58

Conclusions

- The Dewey Decimal classification scheme is used very widely in junior
college libraries. However, not all librarians are satisfied that ihis would
be the best scheme to use if they were srarting a new library. Relatively
few have made any changes because of the problems involvecl ancl because
of the lack of staff.

r. Eaton, Thelma, "Ctassification t" 
";ilT; 

University Libraries,,, college and. Re-
search Libraries. r6:r68-r76, Apri l  rg55.

z. Johnston, W. T., "A glance at junior college libraries.', Junior College Journal. zg:_
rg5-2o2, December rg58.

3. "Junior College Directory, tg6r," Junior Coltege Journal. y:267_goz, January r96r.
4. Eaton, op. cit.

REC LAS,SI F I  C AT I  ON P RO J EC T S

Among libraries undergoing reclassification are the University of Maryland
(from Dewey to LC) and the University of X,{alaya (from Bliss to i_Ci
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A New Concept in Serial Dealers*

H. WnNrnr-r, Ar-rono, Acquisiti'on Librarian

State College of lowa, Cedar Falls

menta.\t and The Neu Age.
Even though Freucl Idui ,.ot able completely to sys-temize human per-

sonality problims, librarians expect seriais dealers to lasso and ride herd

on hundieds and thousands of these critters almost perfunctorily. So long

* Revision of a paper cleliverecl at the Iowa Library :\ssociation at Des N{oines, Oc-

tober 25,  196z.
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. As publishing of all types continues ro increase, acquiring pamphlets
is even more cumbersome now than ever before. It musi be admitted that
this category of publication cannor be classed as a serial, but in a sense,
many pamphlets offer a number of the same acquisition problems as
serials. Certain organizations and societies perpetually issue paperbound
publications whose subject matter is circumscribed within a relatively
narrow discipline. Acquisition librarians know these items are being
published, but many times their introduction to given titles comes from
students or faculty members through readers service desks and hence to
acquisit ions. Always the question is: do you have ir? Well, no, but it
will be acquired. The pamphlet was, perhaps, menrioned in a period-
ical article written by the same author. He very likely released the peri-
odical contriburion before the booklet. Enough has been said to indi-
cate that pamphlet acquisit ion is a problem with which l ibrarians
could use help. Actually, there is a corporation in New york City de-
voted precisely to this task. They emphasize, however, that they are

document acquisitions. while it is true that no one library is interested
in every municipal or €iovernment document publishecl, it is equally
true that every library is interested in some of them. presently there
are attempts wirh certain types of documents to systemize ordering
through agents, bur, obserwing the problem as a whole, the effort is but
meager.

eliminated.
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for various libraries to clear annual invoices for approval and payment'

why gain a little advantage in refining a cure when the disease can

point: some librarians even get seParate billing on telephone directories

ihese days. There was a time when it was a joke.

Standards for serial acquisition should have careful committee

study at a national or internalional level. Some of the factors that should

I/olume l, Nu.rnber 1, Sumnter t96 j .  z6t



.. 4ttorh:l agr_eement could be reached regarding discontinued pub-
lications. Must librarians extencl another publicatio"n by the same pub-
Iisher three and two-fifths months to absorb a refund? rf the dealer
could let these refunds accumulate until the next annual orcler ancl

or not number three of last year's volume of college and, Research
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Libraries was published. The author feels rhat there is no one serials

dealer in the world todaY large a

kind of service in serials that the prel
Efforts are too segmented to be effec

sitions of serials can now afford the
for the total challenge to serials p
are givine leally magnanimous ser
withln thi present philosophy of serials handling'

Two p.ices will have to be paid if librarians are ever to realize any

value of the suggestions made utou.. The changeover to a centralized

serial dealer .,"oinld require a sizeable capital outlay in funds. initially'

Rl-,t perhup, the harder'price to produce would be the overcoming of the

inertia of tradition.

,.CONFIDENCE''
In Our Complefe Periodicols Service

-{661isqn or foraign. All pcriodicols, hondlcd Y'l!-9-d"gt"t 
of occurocy' se-cono

to none! Write for ou. Bro.tr,.-rhen' ASK FOR REFERENCES from ony one of lhe

fr".Jrul, of i ibro.ions roking oduontoge of our.oulstonding ond. o-ccepied proce'

J"r"rjsp..i"rirts in fhe Speciol t ibrory-field. Send your l ist ond osk for o quototion

qnd recommendq l ions .

"PROMPTNESS lS A TRADITION WITH McGREGOR"

-ond Promplness  is  o  mork  o f

Experience, Troined Personnel,

Ample Focil it ies, ProPer Work'

ing Spoce, Finonciol Slobil itY.

Responsible Monogemeni, Com-

pleleness of Service, ond EfE'

cr en cy.

OUR
3OTH
YEAR

sEE US AT
StA CONFERENCE

AND
ATA CONFERENCE

rLuNOlS

Mgffi

MOUNT MORRIS
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Cataloging Small Manuscript Collections
Mrcnesr JasrNas, Rare Booh Librarian

Cornell Uniuersity l-ibraries
Ithaca, N. Y.

works they describe." Libraries should, however, as Mearns himself

catalog to enormous proportions.

a survey would no doubt provide the background needed for the estab-
lishment of the general policies ancl procedures of manuscript cataloging.

Even a cursory survey of manuscript catalogs shows that catat"igin;
' 264 Library Resources b Technical Seraices



practices vary to a considerable extent from library to library. Some
scholars who frequently use the facilities of various repositories at-
tempt to identify a few major categories of manuscript control systems
practiced by libraries. .|ohnstona groups these systems into the four types
of control which may be summarized as follows:

r. A simple listing of manuscript collections in a card catalog plus
a partial list of p,ersons whose correspondence may be f ound in a partic-

ular collection.
Under this control system, the catalog does not indicate the number
of letters of a writer nor their dates, and "there is no way of telling,
until the last item in a given collection has been checked and inspectecl'
whether or not all pertinent documents have been found."

z. A carrl catalog os abcrue plus written summaries auailable f or all col'
lections.
Usually such summaries include some list of important subjects upon
which information may be found and the important peoPle involved as
correspondents. This system provides only a partial index to the con-
tents of the collections, even though it is an improvement over the kind
of control mentioned under r above.

g. A card index of all correspondents for each collection, with dates of all
letters indexed u,nder the names of the letter writers.
The main shortcomings of this system are that the reader must look
through indexes of all collections because there is no master index, and
that it does not provide any subject approach.

4. "The nearest approximatiorz to the complete subiect'person, index

f or each collection" plus a master index lor the resources of the reposi-
tory as a whole.
To scholars such a system is no doubt the most satisfactory of all.

The staff shortage in most libraries prohibits the establishment and
maintenance of manuscript catalogs which would be detailed enough
to meet adequately the needs of scholars by recording all correspondents
with dates of all letters, and, at the same time, providing a satisfactory
subject approach. Being faced with high costs of cataloging ancl a con-
tinuous and substantial increase in manuscript holdings, most rePositories
have no alternatives left but to catalog each collection as a unit or to
break down each individual collection into several catalogable units. If
the staff shortage is not too serious, the latter course will be chosen. In do-
ing so, the library will provide for its patrons a finding device which, with-
out listing on carcls everything item by item within a particular collection,
will nevertheless enable the readers to eliminate from consideration
those items which have no relationship to the object of their research.
Such a course means the establishment and maintenance of a catalog
which is a compromise between the ideal advocated by scholars and
the traditional practices of cataloging each collection as a unit.

Once this sort of cornpromise has been made, the first task one
faces is to de'fine the catalogable unit. To make it applicable to as many
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cases of cataloging as possible, the caralogable unit is generally defined
as that part of a manuscript collection which contains a number of
mutually related items.s There are instances, however, where catalogable
units may be either an entire undivided manuscript collection or a
single manuscript which is not related to any other item in the collection,
or, finally, a single manuscripr which does not belong to any collection

The correspondence included in a manuscript collection normallv
constitutes a separate catalogable unit. Sometimes letters are so numerous
that it is cleemed desirable to break them down into smaller units requir-
ing analytical entries. A collection of letters can be subdivided thus:

r. Letters written by the "principal person" (often the one for whom
the collection is namecl).

z. Letters written by major correspondents (i.e., those who are prom-
inenl enough to be included in biographical dictionaries, as well as those
who are of particular significance within a manuscript collection).

q. Letters written by minor correspondents.
It is a souncl policy to make a separate entry fo r all the letters writ-

ten by the principal person. Also, a group of letters by a major corre-
spondent, no matter what its size, should be given a separate entry. If
the letters written by minor correspondents constitute a sizeable group,
such a group can be further subdivided in order to obtain more mana€ie-
able units. This group can be broken down by addressees on'by subjects.

In cataloging manuscripts, the prevailing trend in mcxt libraries is
to adhere as much as possible to the principle emphasized in the A. L. A.
Cataloging Rules for Author and Title Entries suggesring rhar manu-
scripts be entered according to the rules for printed books. When a
cataloger deals with a group of letters all written by the same personr
no problems are encountered in entering such a unit in accordance
rvith the principle of entry under author. It is, however, not so easy to
solve the entry problem when letters were written by various persons. In
such cases there are two possibil i t ies: (r) all letters are addressed to the
same person, or (z) there is no common addressee for the whole group.

With regard to the first possibility the Library of Congress rule Ar"
may be adopted. This rule iripulates {har, "when a collection or group
of papers consists of material written b,y or addressed to a person, family,
Eovernment agency or other corporate body, it is entered under the name
of the person, family, government agency, or corporate body."e In the
second case, i.e., a group of letters without a common addressee, the same
Library of Congress rule can be applied in all cases when we deal both
with the letters addressed to one person and with lerters concerning this
person. When, on the other hand, the cataloger is confronted with a
unit containing letters about a person but none written to him, it is
appropriate to enter this unit under the name of the person to whom
the letters are related, or under the subject with which they all deal. An
entry under subject seems to be, in some instances at least, in accordance
with the principle of entr;, pointed our in the second parr of the Library
of Congress rule Arb which concerns the choice of entry for collections
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having no common addressee. According to this rule, there may be cases
when a collection can be entered under a title that "should start with

key words which indicate the content of the collection or its chief

characteristic."? Such key words no doubt coincide frequently with the

subject under which collections are actually entered.s
Without altering LC principles these three general rules can_ b€ set uP

for the choice of main entries for catalogable units or analytical entries:

r. Enter a group of letters of one writer under the writer, with added

entry cards made for each addressee.
2. Enter a group of letters by various writers (minor correspondents)

to one ucldrestee under the addressee, with added enffy cards made
for each writer.

g. lf. a group of letters by various writers (minor correspondents) does
not have-a common addressee, enter such a group under the name
of the person about whom the letters are written or to whom they
may be related in some other way; or under the subject with which

they all deal; or under the key words which indicate the contents of

this unit or its chief characteristics. Make added entry cards for each
writer and addressee.

An example of rule r may be taken from the cataloging of the Wynd-
ham Lewis Collection at Corn€ll. All letters written by Lewis u'ere
grouped into one catalogable unit. The main entry card is as follows:

LEWIS

Lewis, Wyndham, r88z-t957
Letters, r 895-(r 94r-49)-r957.

186r i tems

For holdings see Lewis Index, Pt. I

Letters-handwritten, carbon copies, and drafts-covering

a very wide range of subjects and various phases-of Lewis's

life and activities. In addition to letters to members of his

family, includes copies of letters to Thomas Stearns Eliot,
Dorothy and Ezra Pound, and Augustus John.

As seen from the above general reference note, the detailed record of all

Lewis letters in our possession is included in an index, which is in loose-

leaf book form. In this index all Lewis's letters are listed alphabetically

nroach to individual items of this unit.
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Rule z may be i l lustrated bv a catalogable unit in the Truman Collec-
tion at Cornell. This unit consisrs of letters sent ro Arthur W. Wilson, an
olcl friencl of Harry S. Trtrman. The card for this unit reads as follows:

TRUMAN

Wilson, Arthur W.
Letters received, r94r-6r.

9 items

For holdings see Truman Index

Letters to Wilson, mostly concerning his application for
an army commission, the publication of a letter written him
by Truman in rgr9, the Democratic National Convention
of 196o, and reunions of the former members of the regth
Field Artillery. Correspondents include former White flouse
officials George NI. Elsey and Charles G. Ross, General R. M.
Danford, former chief of Field Artillery, and Cyril Clemens.

See also:
Truman, Harty S. Letters to Arthur W. Wilson.

The general reference note on this card refers the reader to the index of
the Truman Collection. As the indexes for other collections, this index
records all the holdings of rhe Truman Collection irem by item. This unit
is entered in the index un<ler the same heading and title as on the above
card. Individual letters of this unir are listed in the index alphabetically
by writer and chronologically under each writer.

Rule 3, an example of which is shown below, is applied to cases when-
ever there are, within a collection, groups of letters written by various
minor correspondents and addressed to different persons.

DREISER

Dreiser, Theodore
Letters relating to Dreiser, lgo3-lg5g; undated.

68 items

For holdings see Dreiser Index.

Corresponclence of the University of Pennsylvania, Mary
Frances Dreiser Brennan and others concerning Dreiser's
family and his works, especially Sister Carrie and The Bul-
uarh; also, concerning Dreiser's letters and their editing by
Robert Elias.
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Here, also, the detailecl l ist of the corresponclents is included in the index
which, as in the two previous examples, records letters, within this unit,
alphabetically by writer and chronologically under each writer.

As seen from the above examples, the information included on the
catalog card is l imited to the essential minimum. Usually a main entry
card for both the collections and the other catalogable units contains the
following elements:

r. Location symbol.If collections are arranged alphabetically by their names, the
location symbols will be catchwords taken from these names. DREISER, for
example, is the location symbol for the Theodore Dreiser Collection at Cor-
nell. For miscellaneous manuscripts which do not belong to any collection, the
location symbol may be MISC or just M.

z. Author head,ing. It should resemble the author headings for printed books
as much as possible, and the "no conflicr" rule might be a guiding principle
in establishing entries for personal aurhors.

3. Tit le.In mosi cases a t i t le ior catalogable units must be supplied by the cata-
loger. It is customary to use standard titles followed immediately by the in-
clusive dates, as suggested by the Library of Congress rulesn, for example:

Correspondence, r 839-76.
Letters, r93z-56.

4. Collation. The Library of Congress rule 83 concerning the physical descrip-
tion can be applied here. In most cases, as in those illustrated by the above
examples of catalog cards, the term "items" is used, and a more detailed
physical description (pagination, etc.) is provided only in the index.

5. General reference nofe. Such a note refers the reader to the index which re-
cords in detail the holdings of a particular collection. Usually this note reads
as follows: "For holdings see Index."

6. Descriptiae note. For a collection card this note is usually compiled by apply-
ing the Library of Congress rules B5-ro. In so far as catalogable unirs within
a collection are concerned, such a note, ordinarily contained in one para-
graph, describes merely their scope and contents, mentioning the most im-
portant correspondents and major subjects of the documents included in a
catalogable unit.

7.'See also'references. They are used to call the reader's attention to the addi-
tional documents which belong to another catalogable unit or even another
collection, but which are related to the ones included in the catalogable unit
treing examined by the reader.

8. Tracing. There is no need to trace added entries on the main entry card if
an index is provided to record holdings of a collection; in such a case, only
the subjects are traced, and they are usually listed on the verso of the card.

The only effective way to reduce the amount of information in the
card catalog is to supplement the latter by indexes listing holdings of each
catalogable unit. The indexes must be detailed enough to indicate the
date and pagination of each item. Incipirs are given only for undated or
partially dated letters. Letters written by one person and constituting a
separate catalogable unit are listed alphabetically by addressee and chron-
ologically under each addressee within thac unit. Catalogatrle units are
arran€id, in the index, alphabetically by main entry.

In addition to relieving the card catalog from excessive bulk by elimi-
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nating holdings cards, the inclexes ipso facto take care of tracing added
entries for numerous letter writers. The inclexes are also indispensable
tools for inventory. The maintenance of indexes should not present a seri-
ous problem because, being in loose-leaf book form, they are easily kept
up to date. A sample of listings in the index to the Maurepas Collection
at Cornell is shown below:

Nfailly-Nesle, Armande de la Porte Mazarin, marquise de.
Let ters,  t74r-46.

g items
Letters to Maurepas (7)

r74r Sept. z 2p.

1t74, Oct.l 2p.
Oct . l  ?p.

r74 r  Nov .6 [? ]  r p .
r74b Apr.  r r  gp.
1746 Feb. 16 2p.

Feb. er 2p.

Letters to Salley, secretary to Maurepas (:)
r74b Apr.  rz  2p.

Nov.  z3 4P.

No one strictly predominant arrangement of manuscripts exists ln
American libraries. Collections are arrangecl in one or two of the follow-
ing ways: in order of accession number, alphabetically by main entries or
names, geographically, chronologically, or by subject. In a repository with
relatively smail and stable holdings, an alphabetical arrangement of col-
lections on the shelves is fully satisfactory.

There are various methods of arranging manuscripts within the collec-
tions-by form (for example, manuscripts of an author's works, his per-
sonal correspondence, speeches, diaries, business papers), by period, by

place, by subject, by size, or by a combination of these. There is a tendency
now to arrange manuscripts within an individuat collection by catalogable
units, especially if most of the manuscripts are of high quality andfot
consist chiefly of the papers of prominent literary figures, as is the case in

Cornell 's Rare Book Department.lo Fo: repositories usinp; indexes to
record holdings of individual collections, it would seem most convenient
to arrange catalogable units in the same order in which they are listed in

the index, i.e., alphabetically by main entries.
A modern practice gaining grouncl in recent years is to arrange the

letters received by the principal person (incoming letters) alphabetically
by writers and chronologically under each writer, while the letters written
by the principal person (outgoing letters), which normally constitute a
separate catalogable unit, are ordinarily arranged chronologically.rr y7n"tt-

ever manuscripts are arrangecl chronologically, undated manuscripts are
placecl at the end of the datecl manuscripts. When only the year is given,
ihe items are filed at the end of that year; rvhen the month and year are
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given, items are filed at the end of that month. The nature of the materials
in the collection determines whether an alphabetical or a chronological
arangement should be adopted. For the purely historical or archival
material the proper arrangement is most likely to be chronological, but
the literary manuscripts would, in most cases, be arranged alphabetically
by writer.

In order to keep all material within a particular collection together,
bound manuscripts belonging to a collection can be shelved (if the ap-
propriate shelving space is availatrle) next to the boxes containing un-
bound manuscripts of that collection. These bound manuscripts are
arranged alphabetically by catchwords taken from their titles. For exam-
ple, in the Shaw Collection at Cornell a bound volume containing material
pertaining to the progress and publication of Bernard Shaw's Geneua lr'as
the location symbol:

SHAW
Bd
Geneva

If such a policy is adopted, bound manuscriprs which do not belong to
any special collection are shelved after the boxes containing miscellaneous
manuscripts. They are arranged alphaberically by main entry.

Sometimes a newly-acquired collection of manuscripts has an adequate
arrangement which can be retained in its entirety or in part. An example
of a well-organized collection is the collection of historical French docu-
ments of the eighteenth century, the X4aurepas Papers, which was sold by
Parke-Bernet Galleries in March rg6e. Out of 7S+ items included in this
collection, Cornell acquired g77 itens grouped into 47 lots. After a care-
ful study of the original arrangement, a large number of the existing
groups of this collection were retained as catalogable units. The lots not
kept as separate catalogable units r.r'ere those which contained papers deal-
ing solely with French naval affairs in the r?3o's and q4o's. All these lots
were grouped into one single catalogable unit.

The manuscript cataloging policies which have just been described
are based on the catalogable unit device. This device is not an innovation;
it is only a step forward in the development of the collection device which,
in its turn, can, according to Dunkin,rz 6" found in the cataloging of
printed books. As an example Dunkin mentions here the practice followed
by some libraries of cataloging pamphlets as collections rather than as
individual items. Wilsonl3 finds a similarity between a manuscript collec-
tion and a collection of essavs bv several authors in a Festschrift. Both a
collection of pamphlets and a Festschrift present a problem which is simi-
lar to that of cataloging a manuscript collection, i.e.: to what extent
should its contents be analyzed? The solution of this problem depends
primarily upon the function which the catalog of manuscripts is supposed
to perform in aicling scholars in their research. Here, again, the same trend
may be found in the development of both the cataloging of printed books
and the cataloging of manuscripts: moving "steadily toward standardiza-
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t icn antl simplif ication with accent on the catalog as a finding l ist."1a It
may be added that the concept of a finding device is even more applicable
to the manuscript catalog than to the catalos of printed books because, it
is generally believed, the users of manuscripts, unlike many other users
of a l ibrary's facil i t ies, are quite familiar with the subjects under their
investigation ancl are not l ikely to take a cataloger's word for details with-
out examining the actual items described on catalog cards. The user of
manuscripts, l ike the one portrayed by Bond,15 "wil l expect to be led to
his material, but not told all about it;" and, for this reason at least,
"elaborately detailed cataloging wil l be wasted, because he fthe reader]
rvill rightly prefer to drarv conclusions based upon his own examination."

In so far as the descri ption of the catalogable units is concerned, manu-
script cataloging is intended to provide only the essential minimum which
'tt,ould enable a repository worker to locate individual items within a
collection quickly and unmistakably. For this purpose, as has alreacly
been indicated, the loo,se-leaf indexes ancillary to the card catalog are used
to record practically every item r,r,'ithout, at the same time, causing an
excessive enlargement of the card catalog. While the indexes are keys ro
each individual collection, the card catalog listing names of all corre-
spondents serves as a master key to all of the resources of the repository.
This combination of the indexes and card catalog provides an instrument
which is a consiclerable step toward the ideal sought by scholars in their
use of manuscript collections.

r. fr. s. Library of congress. ,r"r.;;ltJ"J;iltogl'g Division. Rutes for Descriptiue
Cataloging in the Library of Congress: Manuscripts. Prelim. ed. [Washington] Li-
brary of Congress, rg54.

z. Bond, W. H. "N{anuscripts and the Library," Library Trends, T:5r3. April rg59.
3. Mearns, David C. "To be Enduring: the National Union Catalog of Manuscript

Collections." College and Research Libraries, zo:344. September rg5g.
1. Johnston, Frontis W. "A Historian Looks at Archives and Manuscripts." American

Archiu i ,s t ,  rg:229-33.  ju ly r956.

5. Cl. Martin, Dorothy V. "Use of Cataloging Techniques in Work with Records antl
Manuscr ipts."  American Archiu i ,s t ,  r8:3r7-36.  October rg5: ,

6. U. S. Library of Congress, op.cit., p. r.

7.  Ib id. ,  p.  z .
8. E.g.: Michigan. University. \Villiam L. Clements Library. Guide to Manuscript

Collections . . comp. by Howard H. Peckham. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan
Press, 1942, p. r5g (no. 89). Also: Virginia. flniversity. Library. Thirteenth Annual
Report on Historical Collections. [Charlottesville] University of Virginia, rg4B. p. 50
(" lVar of  r8rz") .

g. U. S. Library of Congress, op.cit., p. 4.
ro. 

-fhe 
majority of manuscripts kept in the Department of Rare Books consists of the

papers of prominent literary figures (e.g., William Wordsworth, James Joyce, Rud-
yarcl Kipling, Bernard Shaw), eighteenth century French historical documenrs (Mau-
repas Papers), letters and other docurnents of the French Revolution and Napoleonic
period, and correspondence of the leaders of the American anti-slavery movelnent.
The greatest concentration of manuscripts at Cornell, approximately fourteen mil-
lion items, is in the Collection of Regional History and University Archives.

rr. Cl. Burke, Robert E. "Modern Manuscript Collections and What to dowith Them."
Manuscripts, 7: z9z36. Summer rq55. Also: Berner, Richard C. "The Arrangemenr
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and Description of Manuscripts." American Archi.aist,n:Zg1-4of. October 196o.
rz. Dunkin, Paul S. "Arrangement and Cataloging of Manuscripts." Library Trends, g:

955. January r957.
r3. Wilson, William Jerome. "Manuscript Cataloging." Trad,itio, rz: gzz. 19g6.
4. Dunkin, op.cit.
r5. Bond, op.ci,t., p. grz.

Regional Groups

r|-THERE ARE ONLY five meetings on which to report this time, but
I the programs are varied and interesting.

At the fall meeting of the New York Technical Services Librarians,
Paul Kebabian, New York Public Library, related the experiences of A
cataloger in Bagdad. He described the country and told about the work
of himself and Stephen Ford, Grand Valley Community College, at the
University of Bagdad Library and about their training class for librarians
from other libraries in Bagdad. At its Spring meering rhe same Group
heard Robert Kingery, New York Public Library, discuss Z3gr-What is
it? The American Standards Association Special Cornmittee Zgg on Li-
brary Work and Documentation, with its thirteen subcommittees, rep-
resents thirty one member groups and is working toward standardization
nationally and internationally.

Commercial book processing was the topic at the winter meeting of
the New Jersey Library Association Catalogers Section. Arthur Brody,
President of Bro-Dart Industries, narrated a color film on the operations
of Alanar and Bro-Dart books showing a library's order from rbceipt to
shipment.

In March the Ontario Library Association Resources and Technical
Services Group held a series of regional meetings at Hamilton, Chatham,
and Ottawa. At each meeting three of the following topics were discussed:
Equipment for the National Library could aid technical services, Recara-
loging projects, and Paperbacks.

The Catalog Section and the Resources and Technical Services Sec-
tion of the Mountain Plains Library Association held a joint meeting in
the fall of 196r and heard Pauline Seely, Denver Public Library, speak
on Adapting the r6th Edition of Dewey ar the Denver Public Library.
She also reviewed the work of the Decimal Classification Editorial policy
Committee. Forrest Carhart, ALA Library Technology Project, reported
on the studies of card-holding devices, book labeling machines, and card
reproduction systems.

Barbara Westby, Chairman
Regional Groups
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Convertibility Potential
Among Government Information Agency
Indexing Systems

ANN F. PArN.ren, Instructor

" * o H!:, i:*i i ;J !;!;"? "i: #: tr,
New Brunswich, New Jersey

result of several factors: the volume of material that must be handled, the

similar intellectual expression.
A study of the convertibility problem made from February-August

196z at the Ofice of Technical Services, U. S. Department of Commercel
has revealed many interesting facts about terminology relationships and
information systems in general which are applicable not only to informa-
tion centers and systems but also to libraries faced with the same problems
both now and in the future.

The Office of Technical Services is responsible for the dissemination
of scientific and technological report literature both domestic and foreign,
generated by government agencies and their contractors, to the public and
to industry. It was established in rg5o by an act of Congress (P.L.776)2
under John Green. The embryo of the collection cnnsisted of foreign
(mostly captured German) patents and reports. Since then, however, OTS
has become a repository and distrib,utor for many government agencies
who do not deal directly with the public, such as the Atomic Energy Com-
mission (AEC), the Armed Services Technica'l Information Agency
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(ASTIA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
These are the major sources of OTS' report literature, the bulk presently
coming from ASTIA. Along with the reports the processing information
(descriptive cataloging, indexing, abstracting) is usually supplied in some
form. Hence OTS is really a central information system which as far as its
processing operations are concerned has followed its major contributor,
(ASTIA) to a certain extent, but which must also handle reports and in-
formation from many sources, in many forms, in many stages of processing.
OTS must take whatever is given and either completely reprocess or make
use in some way of the information already supplied. It may be said that
OTS is facing four chief problems:

r. It must handle at leas,t twice as much report literature as it was
required to process 15 years ago.

s. Instead of processing all materials itself, it must now rely on Proc-
essing information supplied by contributing agencies.

3. It has a manual system which is handling machine outPut from its
major contributors.

4. The stafi involved was satisfactory in number and experience for
the demands of r5 year-s ago. The same stafi with little change is now
being called upon to handle the increased load and procedures for a
larger operation.

As a result the Data Processing Systems Division, National Bureau of
Standards was asked by OTS to conduct a study to determine the feasi-
bility and practicality of automating their operations. As part of this in-
vestigation a smaller study of three phases of automatic conversion of
subject indexing from one system to another was conducted.

The first phase was an attempt to determine the frequenry with which
the same report entered the OTS system. The method was actually to
conduct the regular search procedures followed by OTS. The check was
carried out during three periods in order to see consistencies if any and the
possible influence of variables such as peak loads and the processing pro.
grams of the contributing agencies.

The second phase (convertibility of the terms used in several systems)
was a comparison of the indexing terms applied to the same report as
indexed by two or more agencies to determine whether or not there were
actual equivalencies in terminology between the schemes. The number
indexes of the announcement bulletins of each agency. United States Goa-
ernnxent Research Reports (OTS), Nuclear Science Abstracts (AEC), Tech-
nical Abstracts Bulleiin (AS IA) and Technical Publications Annaunce-
ments (NASA) were compared and similar items with their sub.ject
indexing isolated.

The third phase concerned the consistency of subject indexing. It
necessitated the re-indexing of a number of documents by four agencies,
OTS, ASTIA, AEC and the National Agricultural Library, representing
both manually-oriented and machine-oriented systems and a comparison
of the original indexing with the second.
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only the new items for cornplete cataloging

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF TABULATION FOR DUPLICATION CHECK

Number of Items Number of Duplicates Total Total Overall

Sample AD PB AEC Stock AD PB AEC Stock Items Dups' Percent

I

2

+

ro9  69  tz8  r ro  13  +  |

7 4 6 0 4 7 r 3 9 7 r o o
r 8 2 7 7 3 8 8 r 4 1 4 2

36
I 8
I O ro8

r57o
r87o
r670

267o

55 416 73
42 3?o 59
14 383 6r

while the first phase of the study was involved with dup,lication of

documents and the elimination of duplication of effort at the central

point (OTS), the second phase, comp'arison of indexing tetTl was con-
'cerned 

wittr duplicate pricessing b1 two or more agencies' The second

and third phases are tied together by the common concePt ol - convertr-

bility. Theie are many meth;ds to achieve, or attempt to achieve, con-
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vertibility between indexing vocabularies. A master dictionary contain-

ing all 
"f 

tne terms used by all of the systems with their- definitions,
ab-undant references and cross references is one way' Another may in-

volve setting up an entirely new superstructure and then fitting all of the

schemes into it. A third is to set up
scheme with another. The analysis a
this OTS study were made on the assl
would be the converting media. D
Maryland has developed a table of ec
using the ASTIA list as a base.s Ther
mate"rials. The comparison was made to determine whether or not this

table would be an effective means for conversion for OTS.
OTS handles three separate indexing schemes: a su{e-ct heading

scheme used by AEC, a descriptor scheme used by ASTIA, and a uniterm

scheme used by NASA. The AEC scheme is essentially made up of subject

heaclings (rg,ooo). A subject heading is a term composed of-a. single word

ot .o-bi.tulion of *o.dt which describe a concept. A subject heading

generally allows only one access point as opposed to the descriptor which

through combinations allows several.
The ASTIA scheme is based on a list of descriptors (7,ooo) or word

labels which are used to indicate the subject content and/or concePts

contained. in a particular document in a particular collection. They ar-e

designed to be coordinated (joining words-in varying combinations) with

each other to retrieve information.
NASA uses a type of uniterm system. A uniterm is a subject heading

and sub-headings 6ioken down into single units usually consisting of one

word each which can be coordinated either manually or by machine in a

variety of difierent combinations in order to retlieve information. The

terms are drawn from the text of the document. NASA's scheme is a

variant of the true uniterm. Its headings may be single concepts or labelled

concepts and in this sense resemble the descriptor. Insofar as they are

derived from the text and the vocabulary is free, they may be considered

uniterms.
Equivalency, however, is the key to the type of conversion examined.

Equivalenry as far as this study was concerned, means a direct word match

excePc for grammatical variations such as singulars and plurals, e'g',
"blaik" ,tsed by one agency is equivalent to "black" used by another,

regardless of whether or not they mean the same thing. There_was some

ataempt to match concepts but the resulting percentage was small. It seems
uppuritrt from the results that there is still much to be done in making

indexing and convertibility comparisons. The percentages in the study

are small and widely scattered.
Datatrol Corporation made an initial contribution in examining 4Eq

subject headings and ASTIA descriptors, as represented in the published
lists of both.a this *as a theoretical comparison of all of the terms that

could possibly be used but which were not necessarily used in actual index-

ing. Ai most even under these conditions Datatrol found only z8 Pefcent
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equivalency of the terms within the ASTIA list. Approximately 4b per-
cent of the terms examined poaed a problem in generic relationships (one
term in ASTIA would cover two or more of AEC and vice-versa).

In my study the bulk of the duplicate indexing comparison was drawn
from about r4oo items indexed by both AEC and ASTIA, with a smaller
comparison of NASA and ASTIA and one berween ASTIA, NASA and
AEC. This amounts to about rr/, percent of the total number of items
indexed by all four agencies from July 196r through April 196z. A sample
of about 14 percent was taken from this. The studies were not intended
to tre valid statistical checks but rather to indicate whether or not under
actual conditions the table of equivalents would be useful. Two separate
percentages are involved: the percentage of terms within one system which
are equivalent to terms in another, and the percentage of overa_ll similarity
of indexing.

TABLE II

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF FOUR INVESTIGATIONS TO DETERMINE
EQUIVALENCY BETWEEN INDEXING VOCABULARIES

Datatrol AP Trip. Index NASA & ASTIA

No. of items
ASTIA descriptors
AEC terms

TOTAL TERMS
Equivalents
/6 of ASTIA

equivalency
ls of AEC

equivalency
/q oI similafity

of indexing

7 '145
r3,  385

20 ,53o
2 rOOl

2870
r57o

t97o

2o0

z  rz36
597

2 , 8 3 3
426

r97o
727o

3o7o

24

30,6

r 6
2r9
32
74

325
25

NASA

r27o
347o

NASA 7816

r57o

NASA 87
393

r 7 %

NASA 6olp

267o

fn" 
"o-purison 

revealed. that between rz and rg p€rcent of the
ASTIA descriptors had equivalents in the AEC vocabulary, while be-
tween 84 and 7z percenr of the AEC terms had equivalents in the ASTIA
vocabulary. The NASA-ASTIA comparison indicated similar equivalen-
cies (r7 percent of the ASTIA rerms and 6o percent of NASA) bui the en-
tire indexing of NASA was unavailable, thus the statistic is skewed. Much
of the vocabulary relationships fell in the in-between zone where one
term included two or more of the other system. Approximately ro percent
had no equivalents, preventing retrieval of documents indexed with
them. Essentially this indicates that the smaller (more narrow in subject
scope) scheme will inevitably fit into the larger. The table of equivalents
study (Datatrol) found that 85 percent of the AEC headings fell into
three ASTIA fields (two hierarchial steps above the descriptor)r which
contain 3r percent of the ASTIA vocabulary. This means that in a
system which must handle ASTIA and AEC documents for rerrieval
69 percent of the ASTIA descriptors might nor be involved in con-
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verribility with AEC. This fact plus the statistics found in the duplicate

indexing comparisons suggest that equivalency and convertibility are more

plausibie tha; if orr" *.rllto take the z8 percent equivalency found in the

as it is effective and. rely on manual search for the rest. In a total machine

system there would be a need for either human re-interpretation of the

r.Lqrrart in terms of the vocabulary or translation into machine vocabtrlary

which is convertible.
In considering these solutions and the statistics previously-cited, it

should be noted ihat there is still a large propoltion of terms which will

need some other form of retrieval. ,qn idaitional problern evolves in

to be those with the most genelal concepts and those which are least
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ardization of rules can be achieved to only a limited extent among
several systems, but interpreration and appiication for the individuai

TABLE III
coMPARISoN oF srATrsrlcs oN TI'E coNSISTENcy oF TNDEXING oF ASTTA,

AEC, OTS, AND TIIE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY

ASTIA AEC OTS NAL
No. of items indexed
No. of terms rst run
No. of terms zd run
TOTAL NO. OF TERMS
No. of terms assigned

both times (same)
/a of consistency rst time
/, of consistency zd time
/a of similarity of indexing

94
r , 2 3 9
I , I 1 9

2 , 3 5 8

768
6zVo
6s%
6sTo

r78
7r7o
44%
s4%

225
6s%
s4%
se%

99
c .  r 8 4

24r
422

r74
es%?
72Vo
SzVo

96 32
249 346
4o6 4rB
655 764

- It appears, then, that conv-ertibility berween the retrievar systems used
by the various agencies contriburing do.r-ents to the office of Technical
Services involves at least three factors:
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r. Duplication of documents received: If all incoming rePorts are first
cheiked by their report numtrers, duplicates will be weeded auto"
matically.

z. Equivalency of subject terrns: No tab,le of equivalents between the
different lists of subject terms used by the various contributing agen-

cies at present wouid be satisfactory as a master control or concilia-
tion of subject analysis done by these agencies.

3. Consistency of subject analysis: Within an individual agency, con-

sistency in applyinf the same suQject terms to a document when it is

recataloged iJ to*, ranging from 6z to ?2 percent. If the subject
analysisby several agencies were combined, this inconsistency would

be even more frustrating.

In short, convertibility in this case appears to be difficult if not impos-

sible trecause (although duplicate reports could be weeded) the subject
analysis of the variouJ ugeniies is capable of no master control or concilia-
tion and is highly incon$istent.

While this study was almost com'
ernment scientif ic information agen<
of Technical Services, the results an
sidered in regard to similar systems o'
sity and special as well as to othel
wherever the problems of volume ol
are concerned.

r. Painter, Ann F. an analysis ., ,";;r};:Tna conr;,rt"ncy of subiect rndexing rn'
uolued in Report Hand,Ii,ng at the Office of Technical Seraices, U. S. Department ol

Commerce. (CO-+lfil Washington, Office of Technical Sewices' r963.

e. Public Law 7?6-8rst Congress. Chapter g36-zd session (5.868) (r95o)'

3. Datatrol C.oiporation. Experimenta.l Stud.y ol Conaertibility Betueen Large Tech-

nical Indexiig Vocabularies,with a Table of Indexing Equiualents, by William Ham-

mond and Stiffan Rosenborg. (NSF C-z5g) August r916z. Silver Spring, Maryland.

4. U. S. Atomic Energy Commissior.. Subiect Headings Used' by the USAEC Technical

Information Seruice. gd rev. ed. Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 196o.
Armed Services Technical Information Agency. Thesaurus of asTIA Descri'ptors.

rst ed. May 196o. Arlington, Virginia.
g. The ASTIA descriptor scheme is arranged in a hietarchy of three levels: Fields (tg)

Grotrps (zg:) Descriptors (c. 7,ooo).
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Designations of Categories,
A Problem in Cataloging

Rosrnr PrnnsoN, Humanities Li,brarian
Uniaersity of MaryIand, CoIIege Park

DVA VERONA'S ARTICLE on "form headings" which appeared in
lr, the Fall 196z LRTS (pp. zgf-at7) surveys their use since the inven-
tion of printing. As she points out, such headings have been more com-
monly employed in catalogs than the infrequency of references to them in
cataloging literature suggests. An examination of the'use of form headings
-or, to use a more descriptive phrase, categorical designations-in the
ALA and proposed codes might well be of interest (neither code having
been reviewed by Mrs. Verona): two noteworthy facts about such designa"
tions in the two codes are (r) that they appear, in all instances, to be parts
of or substitutes for author, title, or sub;ject statements and (z) that they
are plural or collective terms which are used to direct one to particular
items as well as to groups. In addition, it would be well to glance briefly
at the stmcture of the designations of form prescribed by LC subject
headings.

The ALA Code autho."* ,**", ."tr", *nrch include designations
of categories (with four characteristic specimens conveniently asiembled
on p. z4z). Rule 9A cites the "form sub;ject" heading "Manuscripts,
French" (which may refer to but one ms.); and Rule gA(r) is illustrated
by "Bible. Manuscripts, Greeh./The Codex Alexandrinus. ." Rule
roB cites the "form subject" heading "Atlases," to be used much as is
"Manuscripts, French." Rules rzA(6), rr6F, and r2r authorize such en-
tries as "Catholic Church. Liturgy and Ritu,al. Psaltet''-"Catholic
Church" and "Psalter" being specific, the intervening phrase categorical.
Rule :7C authorizes such entries as "Societ6 de linguistique de Paris.
M6moires. (Indexes)"; and Rule 3r, such entries as "Aristoteles. Spurious
and doubtful worhs.fDe spiritu. . . ." Rule 34 employs the designation
"Apocryphal Books" in an entry for but one of the apocrypha. Rule 73B
cites "Gt. Britain. Souereigns, etc., tToz-t7t4 (Annefan interesting use
of the plural, since the same rule cites "U. S. Presid.ent lnot Presidents],
rgr j-rg2o (Wikon)." Rules 83 and 84 are rich in categories; cf.84C exem-
plified by "Canada. Laws, statutes, etc.f T}l'e insolvent act of r875," and
84E, exemplified by the entry "Cleveland. Ordinances, afc." Rules 87 and
88A are exemplified by, respectively, "New Orleans. Charters.fCharter of
the city. . . ." and "Canada. Treaties, etc., rggz.fTrade agreement. . . ." Fi-
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nally, Rule rsoE authorizes "Church of England in Canada' Dioceses'

Huion"-"Dioceses" constituting a reference to a group of corporate

bodies, ,,fluron" a reference to ihe particular body which is presumably

the author of the work about to be cited in the title statement.

The proposed code features fewer citations of categories' Mr' Dunkin'

in his .ottt^..ttury upon Mr. Lubetzky's draft, notes (p. 8) $e 
abandon-

ment of the phraie ';Spurious and doubtful works" (ALA-Rule 3r)-and
observes not only thaf the phrase is inaccurate but also that it violates

the spirit o,f the new code, in which "there can be no room for form or

subject." categorical designations do nevertheless appear-aoth in the

Lubetzky drafiand in the Preliminary Official Report oi-t\e-Paris Con-

ference (which was printed, along with modifications specifiedty the ALA

Catalog'Code Reviiion Commitiee, in the Spring 196z ZRZS (pp' 16r-

r7r; aid which, rather than the Lubetzky draft, is tg^be- the primary
basis of furure revision). Cf. Lubetzky Rule 4zB, exemplified by "Canada.

flTreaties, etc. . . .]/Trad'e agreement... ," and Paris Conference Princi-

pi.r g.5 and rr.6, *tti.tt relate to constitutions, laws, treaties, etc' An in-

ierestirig variation in these provisions has had to do with the positions

assigned categorizing terms ieferring to types of documents. The ALA

Cod"e places iir.- on the author line; Lubetzky prefers th-e conventional

title position; the Committee first wavered, but has decided (as of June
196z) to place them on the author line.
" 

Such iesignations appear, then, in connection with author, title, and

subject statements. It is in subject entries that they are most,numerous.

Various .,form suLrject" headinlgs are, as noted above, prescribed in the

ALA Code. Other designations may be found in form divisions prescribed

by and used by LC, su"ch as "Collections" and "Periodicals" (plur4) and
"i'iction" (collective), which seem in themselves to refer to grOrips of

works but wnicn may be used to direct one to Particular works. Such terms

must of course be chosen and applied with care: the distinction LC makes

between the apparent synonyms "Choral Music" and "Choruses" is very

illuminating-1he one for one or more works about, the other for one or

more sp,ecimens.

All this use of .u,.rori.ur.o"**"rrtt ,iu, ,r"-, in part, from the
fact rhat our cataloging-principles ind practices seem to be based on the

assumption that oui reiords aie to appear on cards- which are capab-l_e

of being lost, strayed, stolen, etc. Thai is, each citation is, in theory, self-

sufficienlt, capable of being understood (after having b-een found) with-

our reference to uny otheicard, specifically, without reference lo a guidg

card; this despite tire fact that libraries have been known to file accord-

ing to categorical designations indicated only on_guides. In general, then,

if iategorical designations are to appear in card catalogs, they must ap

p.u, oi. e-ne"y .^td. to which they ipply. In book catalogs, on the other

Land, categories may be indicated in captions of whole groups of entries;

cf. the BM general catalog, the LC subject catalog, and (under certain
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personal and corporate authors) the LC main entry catalog. Such lists do
not need to work categorical designations into indiaidzal entries. But
more basic than the matrer of card us. book is the need (which is itself a
response to various needs on lhe part of catalog users) to designate cate-
gories represented b,y particular items and, especially, to collocate in-
stances of such categories. (For example, the form divisions "Bibli-
ography," "Biography," "Fiction," "Periodicals," and "Poetry" added to
the subject heading "shakespeare, William" Iabel instances of approaches
or emphases and bring such instances together.)

Two questions occur to me: (r) Does the use of plural or collective
terms to lead one to citations of individual items confuse patrons by in-
troducing conflicts in number? (z) Do categorical designations confuse
patrons in that wherever such designarions are placed, except, perhaps,
in corner marks, they seem to become parts of author, title, of subjict
statements? Assuming, for the moment, that the usages now prescribed
and/or proposed are more or less satisfactory, i.e., that both of my ques-
tions are to be answered, if but tentatively, in the negative, I should-like
to suggest two further applications of the principle of categorical desig,-
nation.

First, its use in title statements (cf. the example, already cited, from
the Lubetzky dratt) might be extended. fn music and belles-letrres, for
instance, one might introduce form or other categorical designations such
as "Operag" "Novels," and "Juvenilia" into entries for works which have
distinctive titles. Thus, for the presenr form "Bach, Johann. . . ./pVachet
auf. .]/Sleepers, wake! A church cantara . . ." one might substitute

composer thus provided could be imitated in entries for publications of
societies and other corporate bodies, at least those which are most prolific,
through the use of terms to indicate proceedings, directories, periodicals,
symposia, and so on.

Second, indications of category might be used within corporare author
statements to ofiset a deficiency inherent in ALA Rule rz4 and in Rule
2jC of the Lubetzky draft (and, presumably in Principle 0.4 promulgated
by the Paris Conference). The ALA Code prescribes such entries as "In-
dianapolis, Ind. First Methodist Church," whereas the Lubetzky draft
prefers "First Methodist Church, Indianapolis, Ind." The ALA form has
two advantages: it facilitates "local" approaches; and it facilitates the
work of those who know the locations of institutions but who do not knor,lr
their names. It has two disadvantages: it suggests a subordination (does the
city run the church?) which is presumably unreal; and if there are many
entries under one place name the patron seeking an entry for an institu-
tion of one kind may be confused by the presence of entries for institutions
of many other kinds. The form ofiered by the Lub,etzky draft represents,
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as do many other forms proposed by Mr. Lubetzky, the rise and triumph

of name and the decline una flt of place (its chief usefulness _being t9

those to whom the names of institutions are known); it lacks the disad-

vantages of the form offered by the ALA Code-and, in single-entry cata-

logs, Its advantages as well. Iio designations of category offer any help

hJre? Consid*, tie following entries, *hi.n differ frorn both entries cited

above in that they collocate similar institutions and specifically refer to

type of institution (i.e., church) and to denomination (cited as such

,r"ith.. by the ALA Code nor by the Lubetzky draft exc€pt when ref-

erences are needecl to differentiate among institutions in the same cities

bearing identical names):

Indianapolis, Ind. Churches. First Methodist Church.
Indianapolis, Ind. Churches, Methodist. First Methodist Church'

Methodist Churches. First Methodist Church, Indianapolis, Ind'

Methodist Churches (Indianapolis, Ind.). First Methodist Church'

Churches (Indianapolis, Ind.). First Methodist Church'
Churches itnAianapolis, Ind.), Methodist. First Methodist Church.

and so on. Such entries (some of which are perhaps third cousins, on the

backstairs side to the ALA form "Church of England in Canada. Dioceses'

Huron") might be particularly acceptable in theological or medical li-

braries *ftot" catalo s cite multitudes of institutions named after saints

and in large public libraries housing much local material.
A greai rieakness of such entries-and, indeed, of all entries which

designite categories-is that categories may be unknown, uncertain, or

enet-fo. s,rrely uniqueness is possible-non-existent. (Perhaps designa-

tions of pseudo-categories, e.g., t'O,ther institutions" and "Miscellaneous

works," iould be employe4.f Furthermore, extensive use of categorical

clesignations might .o-pii.uie matters for those who do know names and

titlei-unless enlries citing categories were used it't addition /o more di-

rect entries. Categorical designation is not, then, the solution to all prob'

lems of entry; noi should oni, ultimately, expect alphabetically-arranged
catalogs to replace classification schemes and directories. Nevertheless
catalogs ought to be (and not in subject entries merely) more than state-

-entrir to whether libraries possess particular rvorks known to patrons by

their authors and titles. In "enriched"-or is it "restored"?----catalogs such
as are admired by catalogers and reference librarians (but not always, it

would seem, acceptable to those entrusted with budgets), designations of

caregories might well play larger roles than the ALA and proposed codes

assign them.
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fnterlibra| Loans at the University of
Denver, l96l-1962

War-rnn PosNBn
A c q ui.s i.t ions D e'p artm ent

San Diego State College Libraty
San Diego, Calif .

1-lHERE HAS BEEN a decrease in the number of articles written about
I interlibrary loans during recent years, but these current articles give

us some insight into new problems as well as recent developrnents in older
problems. Some of the main trends are:

r. Universities are trying to tighten restrictions on materials lent, but
public libraries would prefer to liberalize the policy.

z. Faster means of communication are being developed.
3. Greater use is being made of copying machines and of microforms.
4. The costs of interlibrary loans have risen to an almost prohibitive

level.

5. Borrowing libraries ate creating diftculties by not trying to verify
their requests before sending them out.

6. Borrowing libraries are too careless in filling out the loan forms.
?. Interlibrary loan is now only one phase of a growing trend toward

interlibrary cooperation of many kinds.

The purpose of this study wis to compile up-to-date statistics on inter-
library loan activities at Mary Reed Libiary of the university of Denver,
based on the hypothesis that there had been a large increase since the pre-
vious survey in 1959. The results of this new study have verified the
hypothesis. For example, berween May, r95g, and May, 196z, the yearly
total of borrowing requests sent out by the University of Denver increased
from 4r8 to 988. In this same period, the yearly total of lending requesrs
received from other libraries increased trom r;24 to r,477. Thus-, the
yearly combined total of borrowing and lending transactions increased
from r,55e to 2,46g.

An analysis of the data can be divided into two main parts: borrowing
data and Iending data. To consider the borrowing first, in the rgES-fg
study, of which this is a follow-up, there was a total of 428 borrowing re-
quests during the four quarrers ending with the spring quarter of r95g. Of
these requests, eighty-six brought no results, leaving a total of 342 items
actually borrowed. The number 428 rather than 342 was used in other
analyses of borrowing, thus giving an inaccurate count.

The present study, ending with the winter quarter of rg6r-6e, found
substantial increases in most categories. No attempt was made to compute
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the number of microfilms received, as most of them came from University
Microfilmg Ann Arbor, Michigan. These are not interlibrary loans, b'ut
actual purchases. Xeroxed mat6rials were classified with books or periodj-
cals. The large increase in the number of periodicals borrowed is the result
of the increase in demand for scientific materials by the Denver Research
Institute (DRI).

The patrons who requested aid in borrowing books through inter-
library loan fell into thiee distinct groups: faculty and stafi, graduate
students, and the Denver Research Institute. (Undergraduates are not
usually allowed to use this service.) Seemingly, the largest group, graduate
students, did not increase as much as the oiher grouPs; but many of their
requests for theses had been referred to University Microfilms.

There has been a substantial increase in the use of the Rocky Moun-

these figures are only close approximations.
No ittempt was made to-cbunt telephone requests to the Bibliogtaphic

Center, as neither the University nor the Center kept usable records. These
calls, which now number about six a week, are being closely watched by
the University, as there is the possibility of paying the Bibliographic Cen-
ter per request rather than a flat, yearly fee.

Most of the borrowing by Denver University is related to scholarly
research. As a result, the requests are sent mainly to university, college, or
special libraries, rather than to public or to school libraries. The large
increase in the borrowing frorn special libraries in 196r-62 resulted from
greater reliance on the Linda Hall Library, Library of Congtess, and an
ever-increasing number of governmental agencies. In future studies, the
governmental libraries should have a separate classification.

In 196r-62 Denver University borrowed, or tried to borrow, from r16
difierent libraries. The top five libraries on the list sent more than one-
third of all material borrowed. Only thirty-three lib,raries sent five or more
items. In both studies, the University of Colorado was the leading source
of interlibrary materials, and libraries in the surrounding area ranked
high. This is the correct way to conduct an interlibrary loan system,
according to the code. All nearby sources should be explored before con-
tacting distant libraries.

One exception was the Linda Hall Library in Kansas City, to which
Denver University sent one hundred requests during the year. This library
was not even included in the earlier study, thus indicating an increased
need for scientific materials, which are their specialty. As expected, the
Library of Congress led the list in number of refusals to send materials-
twelve times. They have many valuable items which are not allowed to
leave the premises.
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Uniuersity of Denuer Lending
An analysis of lending to other libraries by the University of Denver

reveals an inctease of 3bB items, mainly books. Denver is the interlibrary
loan center fior many smaller public, school, special, and state libraries, all
of which need books rather than documents, periodicals, or theses. Except
for the dissertations and theses, Denver University does not have a large
number of items desired by other large universities. This leads to a kind
of one-way trade; there is little that Denver can botrow in return from
the smaller libraries, just as there is little that Denver can lend to the
research libraries from which it borrows.

The 1958-59 study revealed that zso lib,raries borrowed from Denver
University. Eighty-seven of these libraries requested only one item, and
165 libraries requested three items or less. The widespread service to
smaller, occasional borrowers was even more in evidence in the rg6r-6e
study. There were 3o4 borrowing libraries, of which 256 borrowed five
items or less. Two hundred and forty-two libraries borrowed from Denver
University, but did not have the opportunity to lend anything in return.

Most of the libraries that borrowed were in the Colorado area in both
studies, seventeen of the first nineteen libraries in the early study and
eleven of the first twelve in the second study. The University of Colorado
Medical Center (76 requests) was our most consistent borrower, and the
University of Colorado in Boulder (75 requests) has also been a frequent
customer. Three libraries consistently sent requests that could not be filled
-the Shell Oil Company of Denver (r r times out of 3r requests), Colorado
Springs Public Library (r5 times out of 3z), and the University of Colo-
rado Medical Center in Denver (r6 times out of 76).

There were many requests which the Univeisiiy of Denver could not
fill: 255 out of a total of. r,477 requesrs received. Almost one-fourth of the
requests from public, special, and state libraries could not be filled; and
about r4/o of the college and university requests were not filled.

There were many reasons for not filling requests. The University of
Denver did not have some items. Others were at the bindery. Some items
were in the locked cage and not allowed to circulate. Faculty members
had some of the items ind did not choose to return them, when requested.
Other items were on reserve and needed by the classes. In a few cases,
requests for juvenile books or easily obtained current fiction were not
filled. These requests violate the purposes of interlibrary loan, according
to the accepted code now in use. The code also indicates that the needs
of the university's regular students should come first. Interlibrary loans
are still a privilege and a courtesy, not a fight A lib,rary may send or
refuse to send whatever it wishes. In general, the University of Denver
has been very liberal in satisfying requests of all types for all people.

OnIy about one-fourth of all the requests for books came through the
Ro.ky Mountain Bibliographic Center in 196r-62. There was a greater
equality between the use of the Center for lending and for borrowing
than in the earlier study. In the rg58-5g study, Denver University contacted
the Center eighty-five times for aid in borrowing books, but the Center
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contacted the university 388 times in searching for materials to lend to

other libraries. In the rlceni study, Denver University contacted the Cen-

ter gbz times for aid in borrowing, and the Center contacted Denver Uni-

versity 384 times for lending purPoses.
T'tre votume of interlibiary loan activity has created a responsibility

that is too great for the existing staff of many libraries. There-are 2 ourr.

ber of porrlbl. ways ro alleviaie the situation, basgd upon this writer's

observaiions and upon cunent literature on the subject:

r. Have a full-time, interlibrary loan librarian, free from all other

duties and aided by a full-time assistant.
z. Insist that ali Patrons, either borrowing or lending, Present a-ll p9v

sible bibliographic information to eliminate time-consuming searches by

the librarian.

3. Restrict the number of items that individual graduate students may

request. The Interlibrary Loan Code stipulates that the system is f or occa-

siinal borrowing, not for obtaining the main part of a bibliography'

4. Have the paron pay a fee for each item requested. This may elimi-

nate all the unimportant requests.

5. Follow the practice of some universities in refusing to lend any

material that is still in print.
6. Restrict the lending of popular items, such as novels or children's

literature, to public libraiies. Interlibrary loan at a university should be

considered as an aid to serious research, not a phase of public relations.

7. Develop a more rapid and systematic method of wrapping and mail-

ing items.
8. Increase the btrdget allocation for subscriptions to scientific periodi-

cals. In the long run, ttiis will cost less than continual borrowing.

TABLE I

ALL TYPES OF MATERIALS REOI'ESTED BY DF]NVER UNIVERSITY

FRoM orrrER l-tnte.ntnsl

r958-S9 19614z t96r4z Index

Si"av- Number Number tg6t-62 Changes Number

Total Actually Not Total in Total 1958-
Recuests Sent Sent Requests Requests 59 : roo

Books t37
Periodicals r2o
Theses 156
Documents 7
Microfilm 8

TOTAL 428
Number Not Sent

(Dead Fi le)  86 r7r  r7r  +85 r99

Number Actually
Borrowed 342 8t7 8t7 +475 239

I The format of this table was copied from the 1958-59 study in order to include the

"Dead File" information of that study.

2Sr  78
425 35
r 2 7  5 r
1 4 7

8rZ r7r

329 +r92 24o

460 +34o 383
r78 +22 r r4
2r  + r4  3oo

- 8

988 +560 23r
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TABLE II

DENVER UNIVERSITY BORROWERS AND NUMBER OF ITEMS BORROWED BY EACH

Borrowers

1958 59
Study Total
Transactions

(Including
Items Not

Sent)

196r-62 196r-62 196r-62
Items Items Total
Bor- Not Trans-

rowcd Sent act ions

Change
in No.

of Total Index No.
Trans- 1958 59 :
actions roo

Faculty and Staff
Graduate

Students
DRI (Denver

Res.  In.)
B.  Ed.  Res.  (Bur.

of  Edu. Res.)

TOTAT,

9o

2o8

78

52
428

278

3 1 2

o
817

49

ro4

r 8

o
r 7 r

317

416

245

o
q88

+237

*zo8

*167

352

2o0

314

- 52

+560 23r

TABLE III

USE MADE OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC CI]NTER IN BORROWING

r958-59 r96t-62

Requests
( Includ-

lng
Unfilled
Ones)

Re- Num-
Re- quests ber of

% quests Not Re-
of Filled Filled quests

T o t a l  A  B  A + B

Index
No.

% Increase 1958-
of over 59 :

Total 1958-59 roo

Through the
Bib.  Cen.

Direct

TOTAL

rg.87o 27o
8o.z/o 547

rooTo 8r7

3S.6Vo +267 4r4
6+.+Vo +293 r85

rooTo +560 23r

352
636

988

85
343
428

8z
89

r 7 r

TABLE IV

LIBRARIES FROM WHICH DENVER UNIVERSITY BORROWED MOST

1958 r959
(Includes Items Not Sent)

Univ. of Colorado
Denver Public Library
Colorado School of Mincs
Library of Congress
Univ. of Utah
U. S. Air Force Academy

58
24
20
r 7
I I

J

Univ. of Artzona
Northwestern Univ.
Univ. of Chicago
Univ. of Nebraska
Colo. State College
Univ. of Texas

7
7
6
6

5
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r96r-62

Lending I-ibrary

Items
Items Not
Sent Sent Lending Library

I tems
Items Not
Sent Sent

Univ. of Colo.
Linda Hall Lib.
Univ, of Colo.

Med. Cen.
Library of Cong.
Colo. College
Univ. of Ariz.
Denver Pub. Lib.
Univ. of Utah
Columbia Univ.
Colo. State Univ.
Univ. of lll.
Univ. of Wyo.
Colo, Sch. of Mines
Univ. of Texas
Univ. of Chicago
Harvard Univ.

I I 3

96

47
40
34
zB

23
22
c l

20

2 0

r 9
r9
r9
r 6

I O

/

I 2
2
q

J

(
I

a

3
2

I

6

Colo. State College
Northwestern Univ.
Univ. of Kansas
Univ. of Calif.
Iowa State Univ.
Stanford Univ.
Denver Med. Society
Western Res. Univ.
Texas Tech. Col.
Yale Univ.
Univ. of Wisconsin
Univ. of Michigan
State Univ. of Iowa
Univ. of New Mex.
U. S. Air Force Acad.
Univ. of N. C.
U. S. Nat. Bureau

of Standards

1 6 r
1 2 4
1 2 3

T 2  I

9 -
8 -
8 -

6 3
6 z
A .

5 2
5 r
5 -

TABLE V

MATERIALS LENT BY DENVER UNIVERSITY TO OTHER LIBRARIES

r958-59
Study Total

Requests
(Including
Those Not

Sent)

r96r-62
19614z Number
Number Not Sent
Actually (Dead

Sent File)

Change
in Total Index

196142 Requests Number
Total Since 1958-59 :

Requests 1959 roo

Books
Periodicals
Theses
Documents

TOTAL
Number Not

Sent (Dead
File)

Number
Actually
Loaned

65o
237
zz6

I I

r , t 2 4

r50

974

708
243
.(\^- -a

a

r  1 2 2 2

r  1 2 2 2

255

87r
3 r8
c z R

I O

r ,+77

255

1 1 2 2 2

*zz r
*8 r
+52

_ I

|  ̂ - ^- T J J J

+ro5

:_ 'z48

r34
r34
r23
9 I

I 3 I

r70

r25

r63

r4
J

255
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IABLE VI

USE MADE OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC CENTER BY OTIIER LIBRARIES

IN BORROWING FROM DENVER UNIVERSITY

r958-r959 r96r-r962

Requests
(Includ-

ing %
Unfilled of
Ones) Total

Re-
quests No. of

Not Re- %
Filled quests of

B  A + B  T o t a l

In- Index
No.

crease 1958-59 :
Over

rg58-59 roo

Re-
quests
Filled

Through
the Bib.
Cen. 383

Direct Z4r
TOTAL r , r24

3470 274
6670 948

rooTo | ,222

384 26T0 *r
r,o93 74% +352
r,477 KnTo +353

I I O

r45
255

roo
r48
13 r

TABLE VII

TOTAL TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN DENVER UNIVERSITY AND OTHER TYPES OF LIBRARIES

r958-59 t96r4z

r No. of
Items

DU Bor-
Type of rowed
Library from-

z No. of
Items Total
DU Deal-

Loaned ings
to- with-

3 No. of
Items

DU Bor-
rowed
from-

4 No. of
Items
DU

Loaned
LT

Change Index
Total in No.
Deal- Totals 1958-
ings Since 59 :

with- 1959 roo

University
College
Public
Special
State
School

TOTAL

305 569
399 498
r47 r99
2c,6 2r9
56 56
I I  I I

I , t 2 4  r , 5 5 2

264

99
52

o
o

+28

6ro
r09
47

2 r 3
9
o

988

588 r, r98 +629 2rr
345 454 -44 9r
2r7 264 +65 I33
259 472 +253 216
54 63 +7 r r3
14 14 +3 r27

r ,477 2,465 +gr3 r5g

r. Includes 86 items not received
z. Includes r50 items not received

3. Includes r7r items not received
4. Includes 2S5 items not received

TABLE VIII

LIBRARIES WHICII REQUESTED MOST FROM DENVER UNIVERSITY, 1958_1959
(rNcr,uorNc rrEMS Nor sENT)

Colo. ,  Univ.  of  Med. Cen.
U. S. Geological Survey
Colo., Univ. of
Colo. State College
U. S. Air Force Academy
Colo. State Univ.
Colo. School of Mines
Colo. State Library
U. S. Bureau of Reclamation
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S. Dakota, Univ. of
Utah State Univ.
Utah, Univ. of
Brigham Young Univ.
Grand Junction Pub. Lib.
Indiana Univ.
Scottsbluff Pub. Lib.
Arizona State Univ.
Kansas Citv Pub. Lib.

74
63
52
43
35
.tJ
2 T
20

20

I O

I O

I O

9
9
9
9
8
8
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TABLE YlIl-continued

Nevada State Library
Colo. Springs Pub. Lib.
Colorado College
Martin Co.
Shell Oil Co.
Denver Public Library
Texas A. & M.
Western State of Colo.
U. S. Nat. Bureau of Std's.

Midland College 8
Ohio State Univ. 8
Univ. of Washington 8
Univ. of Wyoming 8
Cheyenne Pub. Lib. 7
Denver Public Schools 7
Kansas Wesleyan Univ. 7
Michigan State Univ. 7
Univ. of Nebraska 7

r 8
r 7
r 7
r 7
r 5
r 3
r3
l 2

I I

Ohio Oil Co. rr Univ. of New Mexico 7
Texas Technical College rr Southern Illinois Univ' 7

TABLE IX

LIBRARIES WHICH BORROWED MOST FROM
DENVER UNIVERSITY,

rgdr - r 962

Not
Sent Sent

Not
Sent Sent

Colo., Univ. of
CoIo., Univ. of Med. Cen.
Colo. College
Colo. State Univ.
U. S. Air Force Acad.
Martin Co.
Adams State College
Colo. State College
S. Dakota, Univ. of
Shell Oil Co.
U. S. Geological SurveY
Colo. School of Mines
Texas Tech. Collegc
Ariz. State Univ.
Wyo., Univ. of
Colo. Spgs. Pub. Lib.
Nevada State Lib.
Urah State Univ.
Utah, Univ. of
Ariz., Univ. of
Western State of Colo.

|ohnson County P. L.
Grand Junction P. L.
Minneapolis-Honeywell
Fort Hayes Kansas State Col.

Craig-Moffat County Lib.
N. Mex. Highlands Univ.
Texas Western University
Kansas State Univ.
Kansas State Teachers
Nebr., Univ. of
Brigham Young Univ.
N. Dakoca State Lib.
Kansas, Univ. of
Mercy Hospital, Denver
Western Mich. Univ.
Kansas Wesleyan Univ.
Kansas City Pub. Lib.
Historian's Office
(Salt Lake City)
Dakota Wesleyan Univ.
Hutchinson Pub. Lib.
Lowry Air Force Basc
Bibliographic Cen.
Longmont Pub. Lib.
Nat. Jewish Hospital
Ohio Oil Co.
Columbia Univ.
Florida State Univ.

I

I

a

a

I

2

I

I

I

I
r 6
5
t

7
6

7

I I

I
I

+
s

66
6o
43
36
33
3o

2 l

2 r

20
r9
r 9
r 8
r 8
r 8

9
I
I
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7

l)

6

o

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

r 7  1 5
r 6
1 5 3
1 4 3
1 4 3
r 3 3
1 2 5

r e  3
1 2  r

r o 3
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A Square Inch for Libraries
Peur, E. YnsnNvt, Head
Social Science Di.uision

Hunter College Library
The Bronx, New York

tTtHE EVER-GROWING STREAM of periodicals corning into a li.
I brary indicates that books, especially in libraries, are of dubious

published in book form, would be presumably obsolete. Thus, the old
symbol and trade mark of knowledge, the thick book, has been changed
to the slender scientific magazine.

The new circumstances increase the difficulties which already existed
in handling this material. These difficulties mainly derive frorn the spacial
character of the periodicals. During its first year of life, a magazine is
not yet a real citizen in the library and needs a spacial treatment until
it is tround or microfilmed. The loose copy's mar[.i.tg, shelving, rerriev-
ing is a more cornplex operation than that of a bound volume. Even the
identification of the actual issue-the point d.'appui-contains dilemmas.

Let's take for example an average college library which has a periodi-
cal department with a total of r5oo current subscriptions 19oo titlei). This
number covers about r8,ooo issues a year (in the usual proportion of
quarterlies, monthlies, weeklies, and so on); i.e., r8,ooo issues to be re.
ceived, marked, stamped and shelved.

Publishers have different patterns in marking the issues of their pe-
riodicals. Most of them put the date on the front cover at various po.
sitions. Very often, even on the same periodical, this position vaiies
from time to time. Some of the publishers put the volume and issue num-
ber on the front page, but more frequently we will find these somewhere
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The diversity of the mentioned patterns is a time-consuming factor

in the identification process, even ii it takes only'minutes or parts of

minutes. Multiplied by r8,ooo it amounts to hours and days.
Little had been done so far to standardize this restless material; stand-

ardization would be the fundamental step, however, toward the later use

of code numbers and uniform mechanical devices. The temporary failure

classification process, imperative in books.
Taking into consideration the differences, it seems to be promising to

suggest that all publishers agree:

(r) to reserve a square inch on the front cover or on the last cover of

the 
",,agazine) 

for identification of the individual issue, which

would include title,aol,ume, issue number, d'ate';
(z) the assigned spot must be on each periodical in -the same-place' ' 

previouily agried upon (e.g. a half inch above the bottom edge on

the extreme left side).

In refining this idea, the use of identical types, arrangement, and a

light background would also be desirable'

The immediate advantages of such an agreement seem to be

(r) the timesaving and reliable identification of the actual copies;
(z) faster shelving and retrieving;
(3) easier processing for the bindery;
(a) a possibility of standardization of serial entries; and

(5) simplification in bibliographical citation.

For the future;

the fundamental step has been done toward the use of code num-

bers and electronic data processing equiprnents.

There might tre some objections, such as aesthetic contemplations,
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the magazine's circulation promises publicity. I hardly think that the
reader's attention will be distracted from the advertiser's message, by the
dull, tiny square.

On the other hand, the growing interest of libraries in periodical sub-
scriptions cannot be discounted by the circulation policy of any publisher,
and at that point I look forward to the cooperation of editorial associa-
trons.

The professional literature has not shown any interest thus far in
similar projects, nor has the American Standards Association's subcom-
mittee on Layout of Periodicals moved in this direction. I believe that
an organization such as the Council on Library Resources could take the
initiative first, by r. informing libraries and library associations about
the scheme, asking their contriburion to the idea, z. contacting publishers
and editorial associations requesting their cooperation. If an agreement
could be reached, we would have arrived at the threshold of a full-scale
international prog'ram suitable to the speed of intellectual life.

EXTENSION OF LIMITED CATALOGING

During the past year the Descriptive Caraloging Committee has been study-
ing the Rules f or Descriptiue Cataloging in the Library of Congress for the pur-
pose of recommending changes that seemed desirable before they are reprinted
with the revised rules for author and ritle entry. The quesrion is being raised at
the Libtary of Congress as ro whether the rules for limited cataloging, given in
Cataloging Rules of the American Library Association and the Library of Con-
gress. Additi,ons and, Changes, t949-t958, pages 74-7b, could, with minor modifi-
cations, be considered the rules for standard cataloging. If so, rules for more
extensive description of exceptional works for which standard cataloging is
inadequate would be provided.

The Committee has come to the conclusion that the Library of Congress
limited cataloging rules should, with modifications, be extended to the caralog-
ing of all publications except rare books and other irems for which a library
considers a more detailed description necessary or desirable.

The Committee believes that the standard cataloging rules should be some-
what above the p'resent limited cataloging rules and somewhat below the present
standard rules. It recommends the following changes in the present rules for
Iimited cataloging:

r. The cataloging data included in the entry shall not be limited t'o rhe in-
formation "which can readily be found without reading rhe rexr and prefatory
matter of the book." This is not a sound basis for cataloging. When necessary, the
cataloger should use sources outside the book to establish an entry.

s. The present limitation of added entries in the limited caraloging rules ro
the second of two joint authors and to titles is not satisfactory, for indispensable
added entries are being omitted. Editors and translators of classics (both ancient
and modern) constitute the distinguishing element by which various editions
are known, and added entries for them are essential. Four of the seven memben
of the Committee also urge that series tracings be included.
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g. Collation. The Committee thinks that the rules for collation in the limited

cataloging rules should be modified, as follows:
"a."Paginari'on. The last numbered page of each paged-section of a volume

should be giien rather than of "each of the several maior sections of the volume."

b. ITlustratioras. "Ports." and "maps" should be specified when important;

the abbreviation "illus." is satisfactory ior all other tyPes of illustrations. The

Committee is divided on the impoltance of colored, folded, and mounted illustra-

tions.
c. RDC 3:t'4Az (Complicated or irregular paging) should be- deleted and

II.B (e) (b) ir-"Aiditio'n, oid Changes, rgJg-r95t, iug" l+, thou$ be adopted

"rr"t 
io" material which a library catalogs with more detai$d descriptior'

The Descriptive Cataloging 
-Commiitee 

needs your op-inions on- this major

problem. We urge catalogJrs 
"to 

discuss this among themselves and rvith their

ieference librarians and ti send comments on the proposals to the Committee

Chairman at their earliest convenience. The Committee also invites every cata'

loger to send suggestions for changes in the descriPtive camloging rules which

he" thinks desirable. If there are sections in the rules which are unclear or in-

adequate for present-day cataloging, we shall aPPreciate hearing from you about

them.
F. Bernice Field, Chairman
ALA Descriptive Cataloging Committee
Yale UniversitY Library
New Haven, Connecticut

Members of the committee: Rudolf Engelbarts, university of california, Los

Angeles; Marian llarman, University of lllinois; Marjorie-Michae.l, Lansing

(Mi"chigan) public Library; Margarer oldfather, ohio State University; Joseph
ir. nyir, iJniversity of Californii, Berkeley; Emilie Varden Smith, University of

Kentucky.

List of Dealers

peared in the Winter rq63 issue of ZRTS._' 
The pamphlet may be 6rdered from the Executive Secretary of the-Resources

and Technical services Division, American Library Association, 5o E. Huron st.'

Chicago rr, Ill. The Price is $z.oo.
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Orne, Jerrold. The Language of the
Foreign Book Trade; Abbreaiations,
Terms, Phrases. znd ed. Chicago,
American Library Association, 196z.
2r5  P.  $5 .5o .

A dictionary such as this, which ful-
fills the needs of the users, deserves
only words of appreciation, but this
does not mean that the users should
refrain from voicing some desiderata.
The book under review is a dictionary
in eleven languages of terms used in
the book trade. This dictionarv. or
glossary-and. any oI these catchwords
might have been embodied in the title
-is the result of commendable efiorts
on the part of a group of specialists
under the experienced editorship of
Jerrold Orne, who published the first
edition of the work in 1949. The pres.
ent work, although named the second
edition, could be considered an en-
tirely independent publication. It is
two and a half times larger in volume
than the first and includes not only
ro,ooo new entries, but also sections
in Czech, Polish, and Russian, which,
in addition t'o the original coverage
in Dano-Norwegian, Dutch, French,
German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish,
and Swedish, bring the number of
languages to eleven. For each language,
there is a basic list of nearly r,ooo tenns
that are principally employed in the
book trade.

As more and more languages acquire
literary status, the possibilitles for ex-
pansion of the glossary are unlimited,
but the indusion of the rhree im-
portant Slavic languages in the new
edition is very timely. University and
college libraries are expanding their
East European collections at a rapid
speed, and only a few of them can face
the resulting problems with adequate
preparedness. The glossary, therefore,
will be a handy tool for librarians of
various specializations of the profession.

REVIEWS
It should be on the desk of the ac-
quisition librarian, and a copy of it
might be placed next to the shelves
containing foreign bibliographies. In
the hands of bibliophiles, the Blossary
may serve also as a key to discoveries
of English or American rarities in
foreign catalogs.

Not as a criticism, but as a desidera-
tunx to be considered in a future edi
tion, it rnight be noted that the sections
are uneven in listing the names of
various languages or of countries.
While the Czech section has most of
the names of relevant languages in the
adverbial form (used when translations
are indicated), the German section has
only one language: "franzoesisch". Erg-
lish alphabetization is used for the en-
tries in each language except Russian,
while the Russian entries follow the
order of the C1'rillic alphabet.

It would be of benefit to have the
names of major cities, centers of pub-
lishing houses, in their official form
with English and the better known
foreign equivalents. We have, e.g.
"Warszawa," as well as the abbreviated
"W-wa" for "Warsaw" and "L." for
"Leningrad," but these are exceptions.
In the Italian section we might ex-
pect "Livorno" for "Leghorn" and
"Milano" for "Mailand." Similarly, in
the French section there might be
"Bale" for "Basel," etc.

It will be in the interest of the pro-
fession if librarians using the,glossary
communicate any difficulties encount-
ered to the editor for consideration in
future revisions, but in the meantime
The Language of the Foreign Book
Trade supersedes any such listing
which has been done before and will be
indispensable to all librarians having
to do with the foreign or antiquarian
book trade. Imre Boba, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Russia and East European
Studies, Uniaersity of Washington.
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Simonton, Wesley, ed. Information Re-
trieual Today. Minneapolis, Center
for Continuation Study, University
of Minnesota, ry61 176 p. $5.oo.

These thirteen papers by Jesse H.
Shera, Calvin N. Mooers, G. Jahoda,
Ascher Opler, I. A. Warheit, Peter
Scott, Jessica Melton, Don S. Culbert-
son, George Vdovin, Richard F. Gar-
rard, Bernard Fry, Harold \A/ooster,
and Henry J. Dubester wers presented
at the Institute on Information Re-
trieval Today conducted by the Li
brary School and the Center for Con-
tinuation Study of the University of
Minnesota in September 196z. They
have been issued here in mimeo-
graphed form, held together by staples
and a tape that disintegrates on the first
reading. Neither the format nor the
contents justify the price.

Like so many conference papers,
these are of uneven depth and quality.
Five of the essays, for example Jahoda's
account of "Indexing with Edge-
notched and Internally Punched
Cards," present elementary informa-
tion on the techniques of the field;
four, for example Garrard's account
of "MEDLARS: Systems Engineering
Applied to Libraries," consider prac-
tical applications of these techniques;
and the remaining four, for example
Shera's prescription for "The Propae-
deutic of the New Librarianship," deal
with the concepts and theories behind
these techniques. The nine papers in
the first two categories primarily re-
peat what has been spoken or printed
elsewhere a number of times by these
or other authors. At the same t ime no
one of them, with the possible excep-
tion of Scott's "Graphic Aids for In-
formation Retrieval," is well enough
presented to serve as the best current
summary of the developments in an
area. Of the theoretical papers, Wo-
oster's skeptical view of "Long Range
Research in Information Retrieval"
and Dubester's encouraging exhorta-
tion on "The Librarian and the Ma-
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chine" are perhaps of lasting value.

These could probably, however, easily
have been made available in a profes-

sional journal and in themselves do not
justify this publication' For those who

are not familiar with the developments
in this field, this publication as a whole

might be of interest, but even then it

cannot be recommended as a first read-

itg.
It is, nevertheless, constructive to

read such compilations if only to nofe

the glamor that has become attached to

the term 'information retrieval' and

the disagreement on basic issues that

exists among the exPerts.
In his introduction Simonton care-

fully points out that the old-fashioned
librarian was concerned only with the
book. Information retrieval, that more
sophisticated approach, deals "in terms
of information,' rather than in terms
of books or even other media for re-

cording knowledge." (p. t) A reading
of these papers, however, lakes i1 very
clear that at Present the application of

these techniques to library procedures
involves almost exclusive'ly the retrieval

of bibliographic information (the

book) and not the actual information
contained within the bibliographic
unit. Perhaps the difficulty is that a

more descriptive term such as 'mech-

anized cataloging and indexing' might
not have as much consumer aPPeal.

The most basic, and certainlY very
crucial, disagreement evident here in-
volves the role of the user and his

needs in systems design. One of the
appeals of developments in this area
hai been that s.ystems are often hand-
tailored to fit the user's expression of

his needs while libraries have largely
maintained their own techniques. In

their papers both Mooers and FrY

maintain that "the needs of the users
and the uses to which they Put the in-

formation should determine the design
of scientific information systems" (p.
r4r, Fry). Wooster, on the otJrer hand,
reports that an investigation of surveys
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of information needs and uses by
Taube has led to the conclusion that
"the design of information systems was
a professional matter and that you
should fnot] take the consumer's needs,
tastes, and preferences intb acount"
(p. tlC). Dubesrer agrees that "the
user, whether as an individual or as a
statistic, is not competent to reflect
his needs, his desires, or the manner
in which services should be shaped to
best satisfy them in terms that can be
accepted without interpretation or
qualifrcation by the professional li-
brafian" (p. ,2il. Yet this fundamental
issue, which ought to be given first
priority, is sometimes not even recog-
nized as an issue. Fry, for exampli,
states that "there appears to be general
agreement today" (p. r4r) for his view.

Finally it is enlightening to nore thar
in several of these essays, both those
by computer specialists and those by
l ibrarians, the point is either clearly
made or self-evident that many I i
brary prob.lems and routines do not
require mechanization but only a bet-
ter organization of the work. In some
instances it is quite clear that routines
thar. are being mechanized do not rep-
resent best current library practices in
their pre-mechanized state. In the long
run the chief benefi t  of our involve--
ment with computers may be that li-
braries will at lasr seriously begin to
apply the existing, bur somehow more
mundane, techniques of scientific man-
agement to the analysis of their pro-
cedures.-Norman D. Steuens, Aciing
Director of Uniuersity Libraries, Hoi-
ard Unitersity, Washington, D. C.

Neiswender, Rosemary. Guide to Rus-
sian Reference and Language Aid.s.
New York: Special Libraries Assoca-
t ion, 196z. 9p pp. $4.25. (SLA Bibl i-
ography No. 4)
If there was srill any doubt about

the growing inreresr in ihings Russian,
the almost simult 'aneous pu6lication of

three bibliographic handbooks on the
Soviet Union should dispel at least
some of it. The slim volume being re-
viewed here has a limited objective
and it has succeeded in fulfilling it
rather well. Its purpose is to serve as
"a p,ractical working guide to current
Russian linguistic and reference aids"
for librarians in small libraries. It is
therefore highly selective and limits
itself, with few exceptions, to the fields
of Russian science and technology. In
doing this, it admirably complements
Paul Horecky's Basic Russian Publica-
tions (Chicago. University of Chicago
Press, 196z). Even within the subject
areas it covers, recent imprints are em-
phasized.

The work contains somewhat over
zoo titles and is divided into six major
parts: textbooks and readers, language
records, dictionaries and glossaries, en-
clvcopedias and encyclopedic diction-
aries, geographical reference works,
and bibliographies, indexes, and other
reference sources. As an additional fea-
ture, there are four very helpful ap-
pendices: a table of the major trans-
literation systems presently in use (with
a brief enlightening essay on this most
confusing matter), a number of retail
sources where Russian publications are
available, a lisc of abbreviations of
Soviet publishing houses, and, finally,
a glossary of Russian bibliographic and
book-trade terms.

Since this is a guide of such inten-
tionally limited scope, it would be out
of place to ask the compiler why this
or that title was lefr out, even though
I might think it quite indispensable.
There are remarkably few typographi-
621 61161s-2 fact which, in a work of
this kind, is doubly noteworthy. A
slight error of anothet kind should,
however, be mentioned. It is stated
in the annotation to item gg that no
recent and complete Russian etymo-
logical dictionary is available. For-
tunately, there is: Max Vasmer, Rzs-
sisches etymologisches Wiirterbuch
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(Heidelberg, Winter, r953-r958. 3v.) '
The basis for including some retail
dealers and leaving out others is not
quite clear. Why, for instance, Central
Books of London, and not "Znanie"
(52g7 Geary Blvd., San Francisco r8,
Calif.), which is one of "Mezhkniga's"
larger representatives in this counffy?

But these minor defects should not
detract from the guide's value. The an-
notations are precise and very informa-
tive, the translation of the Russian
titles is accurate, and the selection,
within the stated limitations, is ex-
cellent. Prices are given whenever
available to enhance its value as a se-
lection tool. It should be mentioned
that this latter feature, in the case'of
Russian books, is of doubtful utility
since l(ussian publications have a habit
of goirng out of print almost irnmedi
ately..t\cquisitions librarians in particu-
lar should be grateful to Miss Neis.
wender for this welcome addition to
the literature of bibliographic aids on
the Soviet Union.-E. AIex Baer, SIa-
uic Bibliographer, Uniuersity of CaIi-

fornia Library, Los Angeles.

Yerkes, Charles P. (Ed.) Planning
Guide for a Miniaturized Technical
Document Distribution Sysfenz. New
York, The Microcard Corporation
(3o East 4znd Street, New York r7,
N. Y.) cr96z. 4o p., i l lus. On request.

There is so much speculation and
interest at this t ime in the appearance
of new projects trased on the micro-
fiche, that we tend to forget that a
sheet of negative microfilm is the basic
unit from which all the micro-opaques
are made. This is true for Microprint,
Microcard and Microlex. The funda-
mental difierence between microfiche
and micropaper is that the former is
printed on transparent film and the

latter on opaque paper. The attribu-
tive differences are numerous and re-

sult from advantages and disadvantages
inherent in the optical and physical
propertles of each medium. Both are
examples of unitized microform, the
subject of this booklet.

The Microcard CorPoration has

been so busy during the Past twelve
years finding new ways to use old

methods and slowlY evolving new

pieces of equipment designed exPres-
sly for their product, that they have
not had much time to tell the Public
how they make Microcards. This has
resulted in an unintended aura of
mystery about their product.

The oresent volume will do a lot to
clear up the mystery and at the same
time show the close relationship be-
tween Microcard and microfiche' In
their search for better ways to make
Microcards, they have developed tech-
niques and equipment for the produc-
tion of microfiche. In this booklet they
explore and explain applications suited
to one or the other medium. Of Par-
ticular value is the note of caution ex-
pressed at many points, cautionary ad-
vice against jumping blindly into a
miniaturized prosram without think-
ing through from basic input to final
output of the system. The intentlon is
to discourage the individtral who is
interested in microform publication
merely as a gimmick.

Timed to appear at the same time as
their dual-purpose portable reader, the
Micro III, this small volume explains
the reasoning behind that novel piece
of equipment. It clearly indicates that
the Microcard Corporation is in the
game from the beginning to end,
camera to reader, and intends to see
the game is played by the rules that
will benefit the players.-I{ttbbard W.
Ballou, C olumbia U niuersity Libraries.
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Now. ., iil new process that affixes
call number labels with the

longest, strongest bond yet devised !
Watch:

lnsert
a typed or  le t tered cal l  number label
in to specia l  t ransparent  p last ic  s leeve

Gut
the s leeve to the width of  the label  and

peel  of f  the backing on the adhesive s ide

Position
the protected cal l  number label  onto
the book 's  spine,  press down l ight ly

Seal
and laminate label  at  one and the same
t ime wi th the l ightweight  heat ing uni t

new Plasti-Kleer'
sealing process.

That's Bro-Dart's
call number label

It heat-seals and laminates simultaneously
.,. holds eyen on problem bindings!
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Dept.  764D, 56 Ear l  St- ,  Newark 14,  New Jersey
1888 S. Sepulveda Blvd. ,  Los Angeles 25,  Cal i f .
Bro.Dart  Industr ies (Canada) Ltd.
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flexibilities. Write to Dept. I for your

free copy.
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